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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to analyze the supply-demand relationships 
and institutional arrangements in the world market for soybeans, and to 
estimate the market potential for United States and Louisiana soybeans 
for 1985.
Subsidies, tariffs and other devices imposed by soybean importing 
and exporting countries were compared. Prices and regulatory policies 
were evaluated as to their impact upon land use and soybean production.
Trends in soybean production, imports and exports were developed 
for three time periods and compared on a world-wide basis, by geograph­
ic regions, and for major countries involved in soybean trade.
The impact of substitutes upon United States exports of soybeans 
and soybean products was evaluated by means of multiple regression anal­
ysis. For each of the export categories (United States exports of soy­
beans, soybean meal and soybean oil) two equations were developed. One 
related the exports to world prices of competitive commodities and the 
other to volumes of imports of other oilseed commodities by main soybean 
importing nations.
Development of a model for predicting future market potential for 
United States and Louisiana soybeans entailed the postulation of a the­
oretical supply-demand frame-work which involved three equations repre­
senting the production sector, the domestic sector, and the export de­
mand sector. United States soybean exports included both the bean ex­
ports and the bean equivalent of soybean meal exports. A foreign ex­
change variable was included in the export demand equation.
x
Coefficient values reported in the study were estimated from time 
series data for the period 1961-1977.
Soybeans and soybean products are traded under relatively free mar­
ket conditions, with import restrictions and export incentives directed 
primarily to soybean oil.
During 1961-1977 the United States and Brazil exploited the compar­
ative advantage that the two countries have in the production of soy­
beans. These two countries are endowed with vast amounts of land suit­
able for the production of the crop and producers in both countries have 
responded favorably to incentive programs implemented by the respective 
governments. In the United States, acreage controls and marketing quo­
tas on feed grains have shifted land out of those crops and primarily 
into soybeans. Additional new lands have been cleared and brought into 
soybean production. The latter has been specially important in Brazil.
The trend analysis indicates that the United States and Brazil, as 
exporters, and the Economic Community and Japan, as importers, will con­
tinue to play a dominant role in the world soybean market.
Competition from other oilseeds and oilseed products does not appear 
to be strong enough to threaten the export demand for United States soy­
beans. Major competition was shown by groundnuts, palmkernels, and sun- 
flowerseed.
The predictive model indicates that the outlook for United States 
exports of soybeans is good for the years ahead. Soybean producers in 
the United States would likely benefit from this promising export mar­
ket. The export demand for soybeans in 1985 is predicted to be 1,105 
million bushels which is equivalent to 53 percent of United States pre-
dieted production of 2,078 million bushels for the same year.
Given the explicit assumptions associated with the model from which 
the 1985 predictions were derived and assuming that competition from com­
peting oilseeds, shifts in tastes, preferences, and feeding technologies 
would not drastically change, the model implies an annual increase of 
33.5 million bushels in total soybean demand (14.9 millions in domestic 
demand and 18.6 millions in export demand). The larger annual increase 
in export demand is likely to benefit Louisiana since about 90 percent 
of the soybean production from the state is exported.
The foreign exchange variable was found to be very important in ex­
plaining variations in the level of export demand for soybeans.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The soya bean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) has been known to man
for many centuries. The first record of its cultivation was in 2838
B.C. in C h i n a . I t  was a crop of major importance among the Chi-
27
nese and Japanese long before the Christian Era.—  Soybeans and soy­
bean products have served as an important part of the diets of mil­
lions of Chinese, Japanese and other Oriental people. Throughout Asia, 
soybean-derived foods (which include fermented and non-fermented prod­
ucts) supply to a considerable extent the protein that is furnished 
largely by meats and other animal products in the diet of the Western 
world.
In the United States and Europe, soybeans are widely utilized in 
animal feeds and in human foods. Soybeans for human consumption in the 
Western world, however, differs markedly from Oriental preparations.
Economically, the soybean has been a very important crop begin­
ning with its long history in China and extending into the United 
States. Trade in and consumption of soybeans prior to 1908 were prac­
tically confined to China, Manchuria, and Japan. The soybean trade 
was a source of prosperity for Manchuria with the exports being lim-
3/ited almost entirely to countries in the Far East.-* Exports to
■1/ K. S. Markley, ed. Soybeans and Soybean Products (New York: 
Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1950), p. 4.
2/
—  Charles V. Piper and William J. Morse, The Soybean (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1923), p. 228.
3/
Douglas Gray, All About the Soya Bean in Agriculture. Indus­
try. and Commerce (London: John Bole, Sons & Danielson, 1936), p. 93.
1
2other world areas began after successful shipments were made by Jap-
47anese firms to several English oil mills in 1908.—  The suitability of 
the seed for oil and oil cake was quickly recognized, and resulted in 
orders for large consignments. Thus, the bean trade grew rapidly, ex­
tending to other European countries and to America.
Soybeans have a relatively short history in the United States. 
Initially, the oriental leguminous plant was grown by many as a curios­
ity. For many years after its introduction to the United States in 1804, 
soybeans were used primarily as a forage crop. By the early 1920’s, 
however, soybeans were being grown widely as both a cash crop and a for­
age crop.—  ^ Prior to 1921, soya bean, oil, meal and cake were permit­
ted free entry into the United States. Starting that year, however, 
tariffs were imposed to protect the growing American soybean industry.—  ^
In the following half century, the United States became the largest, pro­
ducer and exporter of soybeans in the world.
Soybean production in the United States increased from about
133.000 metric tons in 1925 to 15,209,000 metric tons in I960,—  ^ and to
50.152.000 metric tons in 1978.—  ^ Moreover, since the early 1950's ex-
4/
5/
6/
Ibid.
Piper and Morse, pp. 21-22. 
Gray, p. 99.
V United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research 
Service, Fats and Oils Situation, FOS-28, (Washington, D.C.: Govern­
ment Printing Office, May 1961), p. 25.
O /
—  United States Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics 
and Cooperative Service, Fats and Oils Situation, FOS-296, (Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, July 1979), p. 5.
3ports of soybeans and soybean products have grown enormously. The 
United States exported about 50 percent of its soybean production 
annually during the 1970's.— / jn fiscal year 1978, soybean and soybean 
product exports of 27.1 million metric tons (bean equivalent) were val­
ued at $6.4 billion.— /
The considerable increase in soybean production, consumption, and 
trade was stimulated by the rapid expansion in markets for soybean oil 
and meal, the development of new varieties of soybeans, and the diver­
sion of acreage from production of wheat, feed grains, and cotton into 
soybeans, shortly after World War II. In addition,the improved econo­
mic conditions in the developed and developing areas of the world 
brought about important changes in people's diets, particularly a shift 
from a diet heavily weighted with starchy cereals to more protein and 
meat products.
Producers in all soybean producing states benefit from a market 
greatly expanded by exports. For Louisiana producers foreign markets for 
soybeans are very significant since about 90 percent of the soybean 
production in the state is exported.— / Soybean production has rapidly
9/— United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research 
Service, Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States (Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, September 1976), p. 32.
— / United States Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics, 
and Cooperative Service, U.S. Foreign Agricultural Trade Statistical 
Report, Fiscal Year 1978: A Supplement to the Monthly Foreign Agricul­
tural Trade of the United States, (Washington, D.C.: Government Print­
ing Office, September 1979), pp. 4 and 6.
— / Floyd L. Corty and Julio C. Varela, Foreign Agricultural Trade 
and its Importance to Louisiana, D.A.E. Research Report No. 508 (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University, Agricultural Experiment Station,
1976), p. 51.
4increased in importance in the agricultural economy of Louisiana. Con­
sidering the average cash receipts from farm marketings for the 1960-1964 
period, soybeans ranked seventh in the state, accounting for approximate­
ly $14 million in cash farm revenues. In 1965 and 1966, soybeans ranked
sixth in terms of dollar value of production, and in 1967 they ranked
12./
third. Since 1974, soybeans have ranked first in cash receipts from
farm marketings in Louisiana, accounting for approximately $233.2 million
in 1975 and $319.0 million in 1977 or nearly 21 percent and 25 percent of
the total farm marketing in the state,respectively.15/ Soybean production
14/
in Louisiana increased from 1,742 metric tons in 1924—  to over 1.9 mil­
lion metric tons in 1 9 7 8 , a thousandfold increase.
Worldwide, soybean production more than doubled between 1961 and 
1977 increasing from 31.0 million metric tons to 77.5 million (Table 1). 
The United States, China, and Brazil are the principal soybean producers. 
These three countries together accounted for 93.8 percent and 92.6 per­
cent of the total world production in 1961 and 1977, respectively; how­
ever, their respective contributions changed appreciably during this 
period. The United States's share increased from 59.5 percent in 1961
12/
—  Lonnie L. Fielder, Jr., Clarence 0. Parker, and J. B. Penn, 
Agricultural Statistics for Louisiana, 1909-1968, D.A.E. Research Report 
No. 397 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, Agricultural Experi­
ment Station, 1969), p. 10.
13/
Lonnie L. Fielder, Jr., and Bergen Nelson, Agricultural Statis­
tics and Prices for Louisiana, 1975-1978, D.A.E. Research Report No. 554, 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, Agricultural Experiment Sta­
tion, July 1979).
14/—  Lonnie L. Fielder, Jr., Clarence 0. Parker, and J. B. Penn, 
Agricultural Statistics for Louisiana, 1909-1968, p. 31.
—  ^ Lonnie L. Fielder, Jr., and Bergen Nelson, Agricultural Sta­
tistics and Prices for Louisiana, 1975-1978, p. 3.
Table 1. World Soybean Production, Major Producing Countries and Louisiana, Selected Years- '
Year Louisiana United States Brazil P. R. China World
1000 metric tons
1961 129 18468 271 10360 31019
(59.5) (0.9) (33.4) (100)
1965 367 23014 523 11036 36507
(63.0) (1.4) (30.2) (100)
1970 1034 30675 1509 11645 46474
(66.0) (3.2) (25.1) (100)
1975 1306 42114 9892 12662 69670
(60.4) (14.2) (18.2) (100)
1976 1715 35042 11227 12453 63025
(55.6) (17.8) (19.8) (100)
1977 1714 46712 12100 12955 77502
(60.3) (15.6) (16.7) (100)
— Percentage of world total in parenthesis.
Source: Production Yearbook, Vol. 20, pp. 207-208, Vol. 28-1, pp. 86-88, and Vol. 31,
p. 124, Food and Agriculture Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1975, and 1978. 
Source for Louisiana same as in Appendix Table 19.
6to 60.3 percent in 1977; the Chinese contribution declined from 33.4 
percent to 16.7 percent; and Brazil's share, which was only 0.9 per­
cent in 1961, climbed to 15.6 percent in 1977.
The Problem
Soybean growers in the United States are concerned about the rapid 
increases in soybean production and increasing world-wide competition. 
Brazilian soybean exports , for example, were nine times greater in 
1977 than in 1970. Moreover, Brazil has announced plans to develop 
approximately 1.3 million square kilometers of brush land in midwest Bra­
zil, to add an additional 20.25 million hectares of soybeans and double 
Brazil's annual output, which was 10.2 million metric tons in 1975.—  ^
Soybean producers are also concerned about a possible decrease in 
export demand as some countries try to become self sufficient and others 
impose trade barriers. The European Community, for example, has a plan 
to impose a tax on vegetable oils, which would also translate into a levy 
on whole soybeans which are imported and crushed for meal and oil with­
in the Economic Community.AZ/
Because of the important contribution of soybean exports to the 
United States's balance of payments in general and to the economic well 
being of soybean producers in particular, an assessment of the long 
term prospects for American soybeans in the world market becomes very 
important. It is important to know what competitive forces are
—  United States Department of Agriculture , Foreign Agricultural 
Service, Statistical Report, World Agricultural Production and Trade 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, March 1975), p. 29.
—  American Soybean Association, Soybean Digest, Volume 36, No. 
11, August 1976, p. 33.
7developing and, in light of these developments, what adjustments are 
foreseen for the United States and Louisiana soybean producing sectors. 
Factors to be considered include: demand and supply conditions of the
principal soybean exporting and importing countries, trends over the 
immediate past few years, and demand shifters, namely: growth in pop­
ulation, income, available substitutes, and fluctuations in values of 
foreign currencies.
Special programs and policies of both exporting and importing 
countries that play an important role both in promoting and in regulat­
ing foreign trade should also be considered.
Louisiana's soybean production represents only a small amount of 
the total soybean production in the United States (Table 1). However, 
since about 90 percent of the soybean production in Louisiana is ex­
ported, Louisiana soybean producers are extremely interested in United 
States participation in international trade in soybeans and their prod­
ucts. Factors impacting upon the export demand for United States soy­
beans greatly affect the soybean sector in Louisiana.
8Objectives
The main purpose of this study is to investigate the supply-de­
mand relationships and institutional arrangements in the world market 
for soybeans. Five specific objectives in support of the general ob­
jective are listed as follows:
1. To compare subsidies, tariffs and other controls among soybean im­
porting and exporting countries.
2. To evaluate land use trends and land use policies as they relate to 
soybean production.
3. To determine the production, export and import trends for the world­
wide soybean market.
4. To evaluate the impact of substitutes upon the imports and exports 
of soybeans.
5. To develop a model for predicting future (1985) market potential 
for United States and Louisiana soybeans.
9Selected Literature Review
Considerable research on different aspects of the soybean market,
including supply, demand, exports and imports have been conducted for
groups of countries as well as for individual countries.
In 1959, Cromarty reported a set of estimated relationships for the
agricultural sector of the United States.—  ^ Agriculture was dissaggre-
gated into twelve commodity groups, including a category for soybeans.
For each product category a single supply relationship was estimated.
For the soybean category the estimated equation represented supply as a
function of the price ratio of soybeans to corn in the preceding year,
the number of combines on farms, and the index of weather for soybeans.
The study showed that the supply for soybeans was price elastic.
In 1966, Osman, Morrison, and Bender isolated the most important
factors affecting annual soybean and soybean oil imports by Japan,
Canada, the Netherlands, West Germany, Belgium-Luxembourg, and the Uni- 
19 /ted Kingdom.—  Per capita national income, average annual soy­
bean prices received by American farmers, and gold and exchange reserves 
were found to be important variables. Other variables considered were 
oilseed and butter production in the importing nations.
In 1966, Vandenborre developed a simultaneous equation model of
18 /
—  William A. Cromarty, "An Econometric Model for United States 
Agriculture," Journal of the American Statistical Association, Volume 
54, No. 287, September 1959, pp. 556-574.
— / Nixar Osman, W.R. Morrison, and L.D. Bender, Factors Affec­
ting the Estimated Future Foreign Demand for Soybeans, Bulletin 712 
(Fayetteville: University of Arkansas, Agricultural Experiment Sta­
tion, May 1966).
10
20 /the soybean oil and meal markets.— ' It involved relationships repre­
senting quantities demanded domestically as well as exported. Under the 
assumption that human and animal population increases and shifts in 
tastes, preferences, and feeding technology continue to be of the same 
magnitude as they were during the 1949-1964 period studied, the model 
indicated a necessary annual increase of more than 30 million bushels 
of beans to cover the need of the United States, Western Europe, Japan 
and Canada at constant prices. It was also assumed that production of 
competing oil and oilseeds would not drastically change.
In 1970, Vandenborre considered the relationships in the inter­
national vegetable oil and meal sector \J The report provides a quan­
titative description of the network of interrelationships that consti­
tutes this sector, analyzes the impact of possible developments, and 
indicates alternative actions, given some specific goal. The main em­
phasis of the study was aimed at developing a model providing a region­
al breakdown with respect to exports. By considering a sufficient re­
gional breakdown of exports and the use of relative prices, the study 
shows that contrary to earlier results foreign demand for both oil and 
meal was price elastic.
—  Roger J. Vandenborre, "Demand Analysis of the Markets for 
Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal," Journal of Farm Economics, Volume 48, 
No. 4, Part I, November 1966, pp. 920-934.
21/—  Roger J. Vandenborre, Economic Analysis of Relationships in 
the International Vegetable Oil and Meal Sector, aerr 106 (Urbana- 
Champaign: Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Illinois,
July 1970).
11
In 1971, W.H. Brown reported results of a study on soybean supply 
22 /response.—  Most of the report deals with supply response to changes 
in the price received for soybeans with assumed continuation of the main 
provisions of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1965, with some attention 
given to soybean response to changes in the feed grain, cotton and wheat 
programs. It was found that harvested acreage of soybeans was reduced 
approximately one million acres each time the soybean price for the pre­
vious years was successively reduced from $2.50 a bushel to $2.20, then 
to $2.00 and finally to $1.80.
Houck, Ryan, and Subotnik in 1971 developed a simultaneous equation
model of the soybean oil, soybean meal, and soybean markets focusing in
23/
the years from 1946 to 1967. Both supply and demand aspects of 
the market were integrated with special attention given to policy vari­
ables. The main objective was to develop a dynamic model which could be 
useful not so much for projection as for policy analysis and policy com­
parisons. The demand side of the model included the export demands for 
soybeans, soybean oil, and meal, summarizing the net impact of the many 
factors which influence export all around the world. In another part of 
the study, the export market for each of the three commodities was ex­
amined in more detail going into each of the global export equations and 
examining the associated demand relationships on a regional or multiple-
22/
—  W. Herbert Brown, Soybeans: Acreage Response to Price and
Farm Program Changes, United States Department of Agriculture, Economic 
Research Service, ERS 473 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Of­
fice, July 1971).
23/
James P. Houck, Mary E. Ryan, and Abraham Subotnik, Soybeans 
and Their Products: Markets, Models, and Policy, (St. Paul: Univer­
sity of Minnesota Press, 1972).
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country basis. Though not formally integrated with the aggregate model, 
the regional models involve specifications and variables similar to those 
used in the global export relationships.
Jones and Morrison in 1976 analyzed factors underlying the poten­
tial import demand in Eastern European countries for soybean oil and
rt / /
meal.— ' Import demand functions were estimated for soybean products 
for the observation period of 1960 to 1972. Consideration was given to 
such variables as prices of soybean products, prices and output of al­
ternative oilseeds, per capita income, population, production of live­
stock and poultry, and foreign trade institutional mechanisms peculiar 
to Eastern European countries. In the findings, composite livestock 
inventories stood out clearly as the predomiant variable related to the 
increase in soybean imports.
Ryan and Houck in 1976 estimated annual United States exports of
25/
soybeans and soybean meal for 1974 and 1975. The analysis identi­
fies and measures major forces influencing changes in exports during 
1955-1974, and suggests that these exports are highly dependent on eco­
nomic conditions in importing nations and on foreign supplies of high 
protein meals.
24/
—  James R. Jones and W. R. Morrison, Import Demand for Soybeans 
and Soybean Products in Eastern Europe, Bulletin 803 (Fayetteville: 
University of Arkansas, Agricultural Experiment Station, March 1976).
25 /— ' Mary E. Ryan and James P. Houck, A Study of U. S . Exports of 
Soybeans and Soybean Meal, Technical Bulletin 309, (St. Paul: Univer­
sity of Minnesota, Agricultural Experiment Station, 1976).
CHAPTER II
UNITED STATES'S SOYBEANS AND THE WORLD OILSEED SECTOR
This chapter provides background information on soybeans as a United 
States crop and on the world oilseed sector during the period 1961-1977.
Soybean Uses
The many factors involved in the trade of soybeans stem from the 
widespread use of this commodity and its derived products. The soybean 
plant is a legume. The seeds consist principally of lipides, proteins, 
and carbohydrates (Table 2). Both the proteins and the oil go into many 
food and non-food uses.
Table 2. Approximate Composition of Soybean Seeds~^
Content
Source
Kawamura^ Smith^
Protein
---------  Percent -
40.34 39.8
Oil 20.99 21.2
Carbohydrates 33.85 n.a.
Ash 4.92 n.a.
— Dry weight basis.
n.a. = not available 
Source: 2/ S. Kawamura, Technical Bulletin of Faculty of Agri­
culture, Kawaga*"University, 18(2): 117-131, 1967. (Average components
of 6 American and 3 Japanese varieties).
3 / Allen K. Smith and Sidney J. Circle, eds. Soybeans: Chemistry
and Technology (Westport, Connecticut: Avi Publishing Company, 1978),
p. 65. (Average components of varieties in the U.S., 1977).
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The bulk of the protein fraction of the soybean goes into the an­
imal feeding industry. Soybean meal for livestock feed is the major soy­
bean protein product in the United States. In the early 1970*s, over 95 
percent of the soybean meal was used for feed.—^
Soy proteins used in foods consist of two groups--whole soybeans and 
processed soybean protein products. In the United States whole soybeans 
are used in small amounts to make soy-milk-based infant formula and bev­
erages, and for canned green soybeans. The largest use of whole soybeans
2 /occurs in the Orient for preparation of traditional foods.—
Processed soybean protein products used as food ingredients are 
divided into soy flours and grits, protein concentrates, and protein iso-
37
lates.- The food industry utilizes these protein products as bakery in­
gredients, simulated meat products (sausages, luncheon meats, bologna, 
ground meats, etc.), soups and gravies.— ^
Modified soy proteins are used as adhesives, coatings, and aeration 
aids.~^ Its most important use as an adhesive is in the manufacture of
—  ^ R. E. Burket, "Net Uses of Soybean Products," in Soybean: 
Production Marketing, and Use, National Fertilizer Development Center, 
Bulletin Y-69, Tennessee Valley Authority, Muscle Shools, Alabama, March 
1974, p. 148.
2 /
“ W. J. Woolf, and J. C. Cowan, Soybeans as a Food Source, (Cleve­
land, Ohio: CRC Press, Inc. 1975), p. 34.
— ! Ibid.
F. T. Orthoefer, "Processing and Utilization," in A. Geoffrey 
Norman, ed. Soybean Physiology, Agronomy, and Utilization (New York: 
Academia Press, Inc. 1978), pp. 238-241.
Ibid., p. 243.
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water-resistant plywood and of washable wallpaper. Other industrial uses 
include paper-coating adhesive, water-thinned paints, paper and textile 
sizing agents, dispersing agents, and emulsifying agents.— ^
Utilization of soybean oil as food accounted for about 94 percent of 
the 1975 total use of the oil in the United States (Table 3). Major uses 
are for cooking and salad oils, shortening, and oleo margarine.—  ^ Speci­
alty oils are prepared for formulation of frozen desserts, cookie short­
enings, icings, ice cream coatings, and coffee whiteners.— ^
Non-food uses of soybean oil include soap manufacture, paints, res­
ins, and drying products.” ^
Table 3. United States Soybean Oil Utilization, Selected Years
Year Food Non-food Total
Percent 
as Food
— — -•"UlL.L XlOil pounas-------
1950 1446 323 1769 82
1955 2309 341 2650 87
1960 3011 360 3372 89
1965 3743 421 4163 90
1970 5844 299 6312 93
1975 5441 347 5788 94
Source: American Soybean Association, Soybean Digest Blue Book,
June 1977, p. 157.
6/
R. S. Burnett, "Soybean Protein Industrial Products," in Klare
S. Markley, ed. Soybean and Soybean Products, Volume II (New York: 
Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1951), pp. 1016-1051.
—  ^ A. Geoffrey Norman, ed. Soybean Physiology, Agronomy, and 
Utilization, p. 13.
8/
Orthoefer, p. 238.
9/
_ Ibid.
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United States Soybean Production and Trade
The expansion of the soybean crop in the United States has been 
encouraged by a strong domestic demand for soybean meal and oil. In 
the early 1940's soybean meal and oil were imported into the United 
States for the last time on a regular basis (Table 4). Soybean oil 
and soybean meal imports dropped from an average of 10.6 and 17.3 thou­
sand metric tons in 1922-26 to an average of 3.1 and 8.7 thousand met­
ric tons in 1937-41 respectively. For the same periods, average dome­
stic production increased from 0.7 and 5.6 thousand metric tons to 188.5 
and 1184.0 thousand metric tons. Since 1942, production has multiplied 
several times over; soybean oil production in 1977 was 13.5 times greater 
than in 1942 and soybean meal was seven times that of 1942.
Table 4. United States Production and Imports of Soybean Meal and Oil, 
Selected Years and Five Year Averages
_________Oil________  Meal________
Years Production Imports Production Imports
------------------1000 metric tons-----------------
1922-26 0.7 10.6 5.6 17.3
1927-31 6.5 5.5 52.5 42.3
1932-36 38.9 2.3 269.9 35.1
1937-41 188.5 3.1 1184.0 8.7
1942 342.7 ---- 2903.3 ---
1962 2291.0 ---- 10092.2 ---
1972 3375.5 ---- 15155.1 ----
1977 4629.6 ---- 20290.5 ----
Source: E. L. Burtis, "World Soybean Production and Trade, " in
Klare S. Markley, ed. Soybeans and Soybean Products, Volume 1, (New
York: Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1950), pp. 97, 102-103; and U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Ser­
vice, Fats and Oils Situation, FOS-294 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, February 1979), pp. 6 and 10.
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Export markets have also played a major role in the expansion of the 
soybean crop in the United States. Over the past 25 years,exports of soy­
beans and soybean products have shown a strong uptrend (Table 5). The 
bulk of the exports was in the form of beans; meal exports, however, 
have increased considerably since the 1950’s. In the 1970's meal exports 
remained at about 4 million tons.
Table 5. United States Exports of Soybeans, Soybean Oil and Meal
Annual Average
Product 1955-59 1965-69 1970-75 1976 1977
_______ non metric tons-
Soybeans 2836.1— ^ 8154.6 12904.2 15332.1 16195.5
Soybean Oil 295.7 457.4 602.7 510.0 773.8
Soybean Meal 349.6 2401.7 4080.1 4862.1 4133.7
1955 and 1959 average.
Source: American Soybean Association, Soybean Digest Blue Book,
June 1977, pp. 150, 152, and 168; and U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Foreign Agricultural Service, Foreign Agricultural Circular, Oilseeds 
and Products, FOP 8-79, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
February 1979), p. 4.
Demand for soybeans arises almost entirely from the demand for 
soybean oil and soybean meal, which are obtained simultaneously in the 
processing of the beans. Meal and oil components are also derived from 
other oilseeds; thus, the marketing of soybean oil and meal, in both the 
domestic and foreign markets, is confronted by competition from produc­
tion and trade of other oilseeds and their derivative products.
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Soybeans in the World Oilseed Sector
Soybeans, as a major commodity within the group of oilseeds, encoun­
ters competition from many types of oils and fats. Their economic and 
technical interrelationships, although complex and discussed at length in 
agronomic literature, will be treated only briefly here.
The mutual relationship of oilseed commodities derives from the in­
terchangeability of the products obtained from them, namely, oils, 
oilcakes, and meals. Vegetable oils are derived from a variety of plant 
seeds, such as soybeans, cottonseed, groundnuts (peanuts), coconuts, rape- 
seed, sunflowerseed, linseed and various oil palms.
Oilseed cakes and meals are the residues remaining after the removal 
of the greater part of the oil from the oilseeds.—  ^ (For simplicity, the 
term meal is used throughout to cover both cake and meal). The most impor­
tant vegetable type meals originate from soybeans, groundnuts, cottonseed, 
palm kernels, copra, rapeseed, sunflowerseed and linseed. Fish meal, meat 
meal and tallow are also prominent protein ingredients for mixed feed.ii^
Of the latter group, only fishmeal, which is interchangeable with oilcake 
as a source of protein for animal feed, is included in this study.
Both technical and economic factors influence interchangeability. 
Technically, a large number of individual fats and oils are substitutable 
since the characteristics of the different products can be altered by pro­
cessing. The usefulness of meals as livestock feed, however, stems pri-
—  ^ P. McDonald, R. A. Edwards, and J. F. D. Greenhalgh, Animal Nutri­
tion, 2nd. ed., (New York: Hofner Press, 1973), p. 398.
11/
Food and Agriculture Organization, United Nations, "Approaches to 
International Action on World Trade in Oilseeds, Oils and Fats," FAQ Com­
modity Policy Studies, 22, Rome, 1971, p. 4.
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marily from its digestible protein content; thus their interchangea­
bility is limited by technical factors, particularly the composition
12/
of their essential amino acids and fiber content.—
The chief economic influences on interchangeability, apart from 
consumer preferences, are the availability of the different kinds of 
oilseeds and their products and, where substitution is not too diffi­
cult, their relative prices. International trade makes available to 
many markets a greater variety of oilseeds than are produced in any one 
country, thus increasing the scope of interchangeability. Barriers to 
international trade, however, reduce the opportunities for substitution.
World oilseed production for selected years within the period 
1961-1977 is shown in Table 6. Total oilseed production consistently 
increased during the period, which was also true of the various oil­
seed crops with the exception of linseed. The greatest gain from 1961 
to 1977 occurred in soybeans and palm oil, with an increase in produc­
tion of 150 percent in soybeans and 193 percent in palm oil. Other ma­
jor increases were shown by rapeseed and sunflowerseed, with increases 
of 89 and 73 percent, respectively. Cottonseed and palmkernel produc­
tion increased around 45 percent in the same period.
In 1977 world exports of the major protein meals amounted to 18.9 
million metric tons, which is 13.4 million metric tons greater than 
the exports in 1961 (Table 7). Soybean meal contributed 62.8 percent 
to total meal exports in 1977; fishmeal and groundnut meal contribut­
ed 9.5 and 8.3 percent, respectively. These three products were the 
major meal exports in the world for the period 1961-1977. During this
Ibid., p. 7.
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Table 6. World Oilseed Production, Selected Years
Commodity 1961 1965 1970 1975 1977
Soybeans 31019 36507
•i uu u metric 
46474 69670 77502
Groundnuts 13954 16034 18428 19428 17459
Sunflowerseed 6792 7960 9917 9389 11754
Rapeseed 4048 5252 6689 8487 7653
Linseed 3057 3689 4139 2568 2898
Cottonseed 18374 22062 22155 23131 26688
Olive 7590 7052 7966 9861 8149
Copra 3400 3453 3567 4124 4767
Palmkernel 1050 1141 1226 1361 1515
Palm Oil 1280 1355 1844 3263 3751
Totals 90564 104505 122405 151282 162136
Source: Production Yearbook, Volumes 20, 28-1, and 31, Food and
Agriculture Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1975, and 1978,
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Table 7. World Meal Exports by Major Oilseed Commodities, Selected 
Years
Meal 1961 1965 1970 1975 1977
Soybean 1150 2846 5380 8940 11850
Groundnuts 1150 1521 1523 1179 1563
Cottonseed 626 1270 1387 1101 904
Sunflowerseed 270 502 589 333 606
Linseed 516 792 579 486 707
Rapeseed 109 201 223 308 593
Fishmeal 1307 2214 2929 2049 1802
Copra 355 469 570 686 844
Totals 5483 9815 13180 15487 18869
Source: For fishmeal, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign
Agricultural Service, Foreign Agriculture Circular, Fats and Oils, FFO
1-74, January 1974, p. 15; and Oilseeds and Products, FOP 8-78, July 
1978. p. 4.
For all others, Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 29, and 31, Food and 
Agriculture Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1976, and 1978.
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period, soybean meal exports rose from 1.2 million to 11.9 million met­
ric tons and groundnut meal increased from 1.2 million to 1.6 million 
metric tons. Fishmeal and cottonseed meal exports increased from 1.3 
and 0.6 million metric tons in 1961 to 2.9 and 1.4 million metric tons 
in 1970, respectively. However, fishmeal and cottonseed meal exports 
declined to 1.8 and 0.9 million metric tons, respectively, in 1977.
Meal exports of sunflowerseed, linseed, rapeseed, and copra also in­
creased from 1961 to 1977.
World exports of oil by major oilseed commodities are given in 
Table 8. Total exports increased from 2.2 million metric tons in 1961 
to 7.1 million in 1977, an increase of 222 percent. Major contributors 
to these exports were soybean oil, palm oil, and coconut oil. Their 
contribution was around 60 percent of total exports in 1961, 1965, and 
1970 and then increased to 74 percent in 1975 and 1977. For the period 
of 1961-1977, oil exports of these three commodities increased several 
times over. Soybean oil, palm oil, and coconut oil exports in 1977 
were 5.3, 3.6, and 3.4 times greater, respectively, than in 1961.
Competition to United States soybeans from oilseeds and oilseed 
products can be appreciated by looking at the imports of oilseeds and 
oilseed products into the United States and into major soybean import­
ing countries. Quantities of oilseeds and oilseed products imported 
into the United States, Japan, and member countries of the European 
Economic Community are given in Table 9. While the European Community 
imports large quantities of seeds, oils, and meals, Japan's imports 
are mostly in the form of seeds. In both areas, the chief seed import 
is soybeans. Moreover, soybeans as part of the total oilseed imports
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Table 8. World Oil Exports by Major Oilseed Commodities, Selected 
Years
Oil 1961 1965 1970 1975 1977
Soybean 391 692
— iuuu metric tons*" 
1120 1344 2079
Palm Oil 601 618 906 1975 2144
Groundnut 283 416 430 362 552
Cottonseed 193 353 245 316 343
Sunflowerseed 215 316 732 665 660
Olive 205 133 258 189 248
Coconut 331 475 616 1043 1117
Totals 2219 3003 4307 5894 7143
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 28, 29, and 31, Food and
Agriculture Organization, united Nations, Rome, 1967, 1975, 1976, and 
1978.
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Table 9. Major Oilseeds and Oilseed Products Imported by the European
Economic Community, Japan, and the United States, Selected Years
Importing Area 
and Product 1961 1965 1970 1975 1977
____________i nnn metric t*Anc * > a ■> _ _LUUo
European Coirmunity
Soybeans 2033 2871 5690 8233 9137
Groundnuts 920 859 642 459 405
Copra 721 626 351 719 572
Rapeseed 145 308 445 304 609
Others!/ 1262 1126 1046 591 881
Total Oilseeds 5081 5790 8174 10306 11604
Palm Oil 439 385 486 805 841
Groundnut Oil 181 313 333 303 336
Soybean Oil 50 64 241 343 360
Coconut Oil 116 132 148 251 300
Others!/ 265 320 661 547 562
Total Oilseed Oils 1051 1214 1869 2249 2399
Soybean Meal 663 1864 3566 4757 5637
Groundnut Meal 888 945 807 608 1031
Fishmeal 820 1229 1387 903 779
Cottonseed Meal 703 982 947 750 595
Copra Meal 250 423 521 600 730
Others!/ 1016 1205 1405 947 1431
Total Oilseed Meals 4340 6648 8633 8565 10203
Japan
Soybeans 1158 1847 3244 3334 3603
Rapeseed 24 108 345 669 776
Others^/ 288 439 625 327 349
Total Oilseeds 1470 2394 4214 4330 4728
Palm Oil 15 16 66 124 100
Soybean Meal 56 46 72 18 317
United States
Copra 350 279 198 6/ 6/
Rapeseed 20 14 38 39 34
Coconut Oil 74 175 260 409 471
Palm Oil 25 3 64 442 251
Others!/ 65 58 66 91 92
Total Oilseed Oils 164 236 390 942 814
Fishmeal 201 248 229 107 74
Sources and Footnotes on next page.
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in Japan has been fairly stable, between 79 and 76 percent, while soy­
beans as part of the total oilseed imports in the European Community 
increased from 40 percent in 1961 to around 80 percent in 1975 and 
1977. Because of large imports and the processing of soybeans, the 
fats and oils supply of these countries is greater than their demand.
Soybean meal imports comprised 15 percent of the European Commu­
nity total imports of oilseed meals in 1961 and then increased to 28 
and 41 percent in 1965 and 1970, respectively. By 1975 and 1977 soy­
bean meal accounted for about 55 percent. Groundnut meal, fishmeal, 
and cottonseed meal followed soybean meal as major meal imports going 
to the European Community. For the same period, 1961-1977, Japan and 
the United States imported relatively small quantities of soybean 
meal and fishmeal.
Major oil imports into the European Community are palm oil, 
groundnut oil, and soybean oil. Coconut oil and palm oil were the 
major vegetable oils imported into the United States from 1961 to 
1977. Coconut oil imports increased from 74,000 metric tons in 1961
Includes linseed, cottonseed, sunflowerseed, and palm nuts.
Sources and footnotes for Table 9, page 24
If 
2/
Includes sunflowerseed oil, olive oil, and palmkernel oil.
3/
—  Includes rapeseed meal, linseed meal, and sunflowerseed meal. 
4/
~  Includes groundnuts, copra, linseed, and cottonseed.
5/
Includes olive oil, and palmkernel oil.
— ^ Less than half of unit shown.
Source: Trade Yearbook. Volumes 20, 28, and 31, Food and Agricul­
ture Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1975, and 1978.
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Table 10. Soybean and Soybean Product Exports by Major Exporting Coun­
tries, Selected Years
Exporting Area 
and 
Product
1961 1965 1970 1975 1977
_______innn metric
United States
Soybeans 3634 6196 11839 12496 16196
Soybean Meal 614 1969 3630 3783 4207
Soybean Oil 273 545 674 353 768
Brazil
Soybeans 73 75 290 3333 2587
Soybean Meal 1/ 105 525 3134 5329
Soybean Oil 1/ 1/ 3 265 502
China
Soybeans 335 570 410 355 135
European Community
Soybean Meal 398 476 912 1522 1671
Soybean Oil 63 86 289 656 600
Less than half of unit shown or no exports.
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 24, 29, and 31, Food and
Agriculture Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1970, 1976, 
and 1978; and FAQ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Volume 2, No. 1, 
January, 1979.
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to 471,000 metric tons in 1977. Palm oil imports increased from 24,000
to 251,000 metric tons over the same period.
Exports of soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil by major export­
ing countries are shown in Table 10. While the United States has kept
its dominant position as the largest exporter of soybeans, Brazil has
moved strongly into the export market, replacing China as second highest 
exporter of soybeans and become the leading exporter of soybean meal in 
1977. Countries of the European Community export substantial amounts 
of soybean oil and meal.
Trade Policies Affecting Soybeans and Soybean Products
The various methods used by major importing and exporting countries 
to restrict imports of soybeans on the one hand and to encourage exports 
of soybeans on the other will be presented in the remainder of this 
chapter.
The United States
As the world's most important soybean exporter, United States's
imports of soybeans are very insignificant; nevertheless, import duties
are specified for the importation of soybeans and soybean products into
the United States. Duties on soybeans are $22.05 per metric ton for
countries with most favored nation status and $44.10 for other countries.
For soybean oil the corresponding duties are 22.5 percent and 45 percent
13ad valorem. The duty on soybean cake and meal is $6.62 per metric ton.— '
13 /—  J, Vermeer, "Government Policies Affecting the Production, Mar­
keting, and Prices of Soybeans," in Lowell D. Hill, ed. World Soybean Re­
search, Proceedings of the World Soybean Research Conference (Danville, 
Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1976), p. 677.
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On the export side, the United States has no export subsidies or 
incentives for soybeans. Nevertheless, exports of soybeans have bene­
fited from some export-related programs. During the 1960-1971 period, 
for example, between 46 and 86 percent of the soybean oil exports were 
shipped under the Food for Peace Program (Public Law 480), which extends 
food aid to developing countries through special sale arrangements.
This percentage dropped in 1972 to 36 percent and then to 19 percent in 
1973 and 1974.—  ^ Also, soybean and soybean products were added as pro­
ducts which can be financed within a Commodity Credit Corporation export 
credit program to help foreign customers buy United States grains.
Brazil
Brazilian policies are changed frequently to balance incentives for 
production with domestic needs for soybean products and needs for for­
eign exchange. For example, in November of 1973 the import duty of 45
16/
percent ad valorem on soybeans was reduced to zero to allow imports. 
Adequate supplies at reasonable prices for domestic consumption are
17/assured by an export licensing system.—
^  Ibid., p. 676.
15/—  Truman Graf, "Farmers, Consumers, and International Trade," in 
Economic Issues, Number 22, (Madison: Agricultural Experiment Station,
Department Of Agricultural Economics, University of Wisconsin, June 1978).
16/
Vermeer, p. 678.
17/
—  General Accounting Office, Grain Marketing Systems in Argen­
tina, Australia, Canada, and the European Community; Soybean Marketing 
in Brazil, Report of the Comptroller General of the United States, ID- 
76-61, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, May 28, 1976),
p. 79.
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The Brazilian government has direct incentives for soybean exports. 
Exports of soybean products are exempted from a value-added federal tax 
on processing that ranges up to 60 percent for some products. Soybeans are 
subject to a 13 percent value-added state sales tax on export sales; soy­
bean meal is taxed at 5 percent, and soybean oil is not subject to the tax 
18/
at all.
Other export incentives include credit schemes, on the taxes mention­
ed above, which permit a 7 percent tax credit for soybean oil shipments.
For the purpose of extending credit to soybean oil, a value added tax is 
created. Moreover, since 1971, exports of soybean oil and soybean meal 
have benefited from a special export financing scheme which permits gov-
19/ernment loans at interest rates lower than the commercial market rate.—
As an additonal incentive to soybean oil exports, income taxes on pro­
fits from the export of soybean oil are waived.£0/
European Economic Community
Oilseeds and oilcakes enter the European Community duty-free and with 
no quantitative restrictions.—  ^ The duty-free entry of soybeans is anchored
— / James Truran, "A Look at Brazil's Export Incentives for Soybeans," 
in U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign Trade, Volume XIV, No. 11, (Wash­
ington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, March 1976), p. 5; and U.S. De­
partment of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, Foreign Agriculture 
Circular, Oilseeds and Products, FOP 2-76, (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, February 1976), p. 3.
12/ Truran, pp. 3 and 12; and Foreign Agriculture Circular, FOP 2-76,
p . 4.
20/
—  Foreign Agriculture Circular, FOP 2-76, p. 4.
— ^ Vermeer, p. 681.
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in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. After the fifth general
tariff conference of trade negotiations in the early 1960's, the Euro-
22/
pean Community was bound to impose no duty on imported soybeans.
Trade restrictions are imposed on vegetable oils, but import duties 
are relatively moderate, generally 10 percent ad valorem for crude oil 
and 15 percent for refined oil.
Japan
In the early 1970's, Japanese tariffs on soybean imports were re­
duced from 5.9 percent ad valorem rate in 1970 to 3.0 percent in 1974 
and, then, a duty-free status was given to them. Soybean meal imports 
were subject to a 5.0 percent duty during the same period until they 
were also given duty-free entry in 1974. However, a bulk shipment of 
meal requires fumigation and bagging if it contains some infestation by 
insects or pests before being permitted into the country--the United 
States and the Economic Community exempt imports from such requirements 
if the insect or pest is indigenous to the importing countries.— ^
In the case of soybean oil, imports are controlled by licensing and 
subject to a duty of 6.0 percent ad valorem for most favored nation
22/
—  U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, 
Issue Briefing Paper, No. 14, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, May 11, 1979), p. 3.
23/—  U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics and Co­
operatives Service, Farm Index, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, May 1979), p. 15; and Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations, Agricultural Commodities and the European Common Market 
13 FAO Commodity Policy Studies, Rome, 1962, pp. 29-31.
24/
Computer print-out provided by the Economics, Statistics and 
Cooperatives Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, January 17, 1978.
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25/
countries and 12.0 percent for other countries.— '
As a result of the "Tokyo-Round" of trade negotiations, the tariff-
free status which soybeans enjoy in the Economic Community and in Japan
26/
has been assured to continue as the agreement binds it.—
The industrialized countries of the world have given generalized, 
non-discriminatory preferences to developing countries under the "Gener­
alized System of Preferences" to help developing countries. The pref­
erences of the system, as they apply to oilseeds, oils, fats, and re­
lated products, have benefited vegetable oils especially as they have
experienced a reduction or abolition of duties in the industrialized
27/countries' tariff schedules.—  The preferential system is valid for 
a period of 10 years from the date each national scheme comes into op­
eration, and most of them became effective in 1971 and 1972 (European 
Economic Community, Japan, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland). The Gener­
alized System of Preferences of Canada came into effect in 1974 and that
28 /
of the United States in 1976.—  This system constitutes a preference 
as against third countries whose exports of vegetable oils would be sub­
ject to duty.
25/
—  Ibid., and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations, Notes on Selected National Schemes Under the "Generalized Sys­
tem of Preferences" Cocerning Oilseeds, Oils, Fats and Related Products, 
CCP:0F77/4, Rome, January 1977, p. 13.
26/
—  Stephen C. Schmidt, Multilateral Negotiations: The Tokyo-Round, 
(Urbana-Champaign, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of 
Illinois). AE-4484, September 1979, p. 3.
27/
—  Notes on Selected National Schemes Under the "Generalized Sys­
tem of Preferences." CCP:OF77/4, p. 3.
—  ^ Ibid., pp. 4, 6, 12, 14, 15, 17, and 21.
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Soybeans and Land Use
The expansion of world soybean production has resulted from two 
factors: (1) shifting of land previously used for other crops into soy­
beans, also bringing new lands into soybean production, and (2) yield 
improvements. Both of these factors have been operating in different 
forms and degrees in the various soybean producing countries of the world.
One of the objectives of this study was to evaluate land use poli­
cies and trends as related to soybean production. Apparently, soybean 
production in the United States is one of the few enterprises operating 
in a relatively competitive domestic market. Even in the world market 
soybeans meet relatively few non-market obstacles. Information on land 
use policies relating to soybeans was not readily available. A general 
picture of land use trends can be obtained by observing the areas devot­
ed to soybean production in different parts of the world. Changes in 
soybean area harvested have an important bearing upon the competitive po­
sition of countries producing soybeans, and trends in area expansion 
might indicate trends in related soybean land use policies.
Dramatic land use changes are observed in soybean producing regions 
for the 1961-1977 period (Table 11). In the early 1960's, over half of 
the area devoted to the soybean crop in the world was concentrated in 
Asia, mainly China. By 1966 this share started to decline and in the 
1970's Asia's contribution had declined to 29 percent while over 64 per­
cent of the producing area was shifted to the American Continent, mainly 
the United States and Brazil. Actual changes varied from only slight for 
China to large in the United States and Brazil.
Farm land in soybean production in the United States increased from 
10.9 million hectares in 1961 to 23.4 million in 1977. Land put into
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Table 11. Soybean Area Harvested, World and Selected Producing Areas, 
1961-1977
United South America Asia
Year World
States Brazil Others China Japan Others
1O O O  op t* c ■LKJyJyJ Q c C t a L c S
1961 26913 10928 241 15 13132 287 1441
1962 27051 11172 314 27 12870 265 1405
1963 27722 11580 340 44 13104 235 1234
1964 29293 12461 360 45 13711 217 1276
1965 30665 13941 432 59 13533 184 1313
1966 31468 14789 491 66 13401 169 1340
1967 33152 16108 612 80 13512 142 1420
1968 33921 16750 722 81 13399 123 1503
1969 34300 16728 906 100 13695 103 1383
1970 35887 17097 1319 114 14343 96 1522
1971 36431 17280 1589 140 14340 101 1474
1972 38501 18493 2274 199 14286 89 1530
1973 44438 22580 3615 297 14336 88 1745
1974 44892 21192 5143 510 14344 93 1742
1975 45968 21682 5824 624 14141 87 1839
1976 44742 19974 6416 692 14236 83 1719
1977 49426 23435 7059 977 14236 83 1787
Source: Production Yearbook, Volumes 20, 28-1, and 31, Food and
Agriculture Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 
1975, and 1978.
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soybean production in Brazil increased from 241,000 hectares in 1964 to 
more than 7 million hectares in 1977, with most of the increase taking 
place since 1972.
For Japan, a major soybean importing country, the area devoted to 
soybean production decreased steadily from 287,000 hectares in 1961 to
83,000 hectares in 1977.
Increased land use for soybeans in the United States came from sev­
eral sources. New lands were brought into soybean production because of 
development of varieties adapted to new areas, chemical weed control, 
and other technological advances. In addition, land area was shifted 
from other crops to soybeans because of favorable agricultural policies 
of the government. Allotments or marketing quotas have not been im­
posed on soybeans while production controls have been imposed on feed 
grains, cotton, and wheat.
Some of the largest increases in soybean plantings occurred when
farm programs were changed to reduce acreages of cotton, wheat and 
29/
feed grains. In the 1970's, additional incentives to expand soybean
production came from increased domestic and foreign demands.
The dramatic increase in soybean production in Brazil can be at­
tributed largely to the Brazilian Government's change of attitude to­
ward the agricultural sector. Since the mid-1960's, the government has 
worked toward revitalizing the agricultural sector, an action prompted 
in part by a growing concern over the balance of payment deficit and the
29/
United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research 
Service, Soybeans: Acreage Response to Price and Farm Program Changes,
ERS-473, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, July 1971), p. 1.
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30/
potential for increased earnings from agricultural exports.—  In
keeping with its incraesed reliance on soybean exports to help alleviate 
the balance of payment deficit, the government carries out extensive ag­
ricultural credit and subsidy programs. Incentives are available to cov-
31/er investment, production, and marketing of soybeans.—  For example, to
stimulate production the government has maintained minimum price levels
for soybeans since 1965. However, favorable world prices and adequate
markets since inception of the support program has made government sup-
32/
port unnecessary.—
Soybean production in Brazil has also benefited from government in­
centives that encourage expanded production of wheat. Soybeans are often 
double cropped with wheat in the principle soybean producing states of
Rio Grande do Sul and Parana. Much of the growth in Brazilian soybean
33/production can be attributed to this practice.—
Another aspect of soybean expansion in Brazil is the Japanese inter­
est in Brazilian soybean trade. In 1972, Japanese capital was pledged to 
help finance government programs to improve the infrastructure needed to
facilitate transportation of commodities to Atlantic ports and to provide
34/
adequate storage.—  Japanese firms are also involved in opening up new
30/
General Accounting Office, Report of the Comptroller General 
of the United States, ID-76-61, p. 69.
31/
Ibid., p. 73.
32/
Ibid., p. 70.
33/
—  United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research 
Service, Agricultural Development in Brazil, A Case Study of Sao Paulo, 
Foreign Agricultural Report No. 109, (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, June 1975), p. 14.
34/
General Accounting Office, Report of the Comptroller General 
of the United States, ID-76-61, p. 74.
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35/
lands for the production of soybeans and wheat.—
In Japan, rising world agricultural prices since 1972 and the temp­
orary embargo on United States soybean exports in the summer of 1973, 
among other factors, prompted the government to reexamine its agricul­
tural and food policies. As a result, steps were taken to increase pro­
duction of wheat, soybeans, barley and other crops. For example, price 
incentives to producers were introduced. The special incentive pay­
ments for soybeans in 1976 totaled 510,000 yen ($1,680) per metric ton 
which included a basic support price, incentive payments (production
promotion), and payments to encourage the diversion of rice paddy land
36/
from rice to soybeans.—  The Japanese government projected that 202,000
37/hectares will be put into soybean production in 1985.—  United Nations 
data for 1976 and 1977, however, show soybean acreage in Japan at about
83,000 hectares, a considerable decline from 287,000 hectares reported 
for 1961 (Table 11).
35/
36/
Ibid., p. 76.
Fred H. Sanderson, Japan1s Food Prospects and Policies (Wash­
ington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1978), pp. 31-32.
37/
Ibid., p. 28.
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The factors influencing United States and Louisiana soybean exports 
are many and varied, at both the domestic and foreign levels. Some the­
oretical concepts, such as supply, demand, price relationships, and for­
eign exchange relationships, are considered in this chapter.
In a competitive market, supply and demand for a particular good 
will yield an equilibrium price at the intersection of the supply and de­
mand curves.—  ^At a price higher than the equilibrium price, supply would 
exceed demand, and at a lower price demand would exceed supply.
In a one-commodity two country world, demand and supply for a com­
modity can be analyzed in two different situations: (1) without trade,
and (2) with trade between the two countries.
Figure 1 shows domestic demand and supply for Countries A and B, 
with equilibrium prices P^ and P2 being established respectively when 
the countries are isolated.
If the price of the commodity in consideration is lower than P-^ , and 
assuming the absence of transportation costs and trade barriers, the two 
countries will trade. When the price in Country A falls below P^ the to­
tal increase in amount demanded is covered by imports. As price falls, 
however, Country A's domestic supply of the commodity also falls. Then, 
by subtracting the amount supplied from the amount demanded at prices 
below P^ the deficit or import demand for the particular commodity in
1/
~  Paul A. Samuelson, Economics, 9th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1973), p. 63.
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Figure 1. Damand and Supply for One Particular Good Before and After World Trade
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Country A is derived.”  Likewise, Country B will start to export if the 
price of the commodity is higher than When price rises above P^, the
quantity supplied in Country B increases while the quantity demanded de­
clines. The difference between the amount supplied and the amount demand-
37ed at prices above yields the export or excess supply in Country B.”
The excess supply and demand curves for the particular commodity are 
shown in the trade sector of Figure 1. The excess demand schedule shows 
the quantities that Country A will import at various prices and the ex­
cess supply schedule shows the quantities that Country B will export. 
There will be an equilibrium price and an equilibrium supply-demand situ­
ation in the trade sector. The equilibrium will be determined by domestic 
supply and demand forces in both the exporting and the importing countri­
es. Export supply will be determined by factors influencing production, 
such as land use policies, costs of inputs and relative prices and in­
comes which affect domestic demand. Domestic demand is influenced by the 
the price of the particular commodity, price of substitutes, income lev­
el, tastes, and government policies, including trade policies. Similarly, 
import demand will be determined by the production of the given commodity 
in the importing country as well as the production and import of substi­
tutes, and import prices.
The theory of international trade explains why two or more countries 
trade with each other, the division of production among them, and how 
they gain by trading. The theory is traditionally divided into pure and
2/
—  Charles P. Kindleberger, International Economics, 5th ed. (George­
town, Ontario: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1973), pp. 324-325.
-  Ibid.
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4/monetary aspects.—  From Ricardo, with the theory of comparative advan­
tage, thru John Stuart Mill's reciprocal demand, and on to the factor en­
dowment theorem by Heckscher-Ohlin, trade theorists have presented the 
aspects of pure international trade. This pure theory is concerned with 
trade at the barter level, excluding the use of money and the problems 
which it raises.—  ^ The financial aspects involved in any transaction are 
left to the international finance theory which deals with the monetary 
side of international trade.
By looking at the price of two commodities in two different countries 
we can deduce trade relationships from the principle of comparative advan­
tage. Let us say that in the United States one bushel of soybeans sells 
for 2 dollars ($) while in the United Kingdom it sells for 2 pounds ster­
ling (fe), and a yard of textiles sells for $10 and L3 respectively. In the 
United States 5 bushels of soybeans have to be given up in order to pro­
duce one yard of textiles, or vice versa, 0.20 of a yard of textiles have 
to be given up in order to produce one bushel of soybeans. For the United 
Kingdom this relation will be 1.5 bushels of soybeans for one yard of tex­
tiles and 0.67 of a yard of textiles for one bushel of soybeans.
If the two countries barter, they will be able to trade soybeans for 
textiles. The terms of trade will be favorable to the United States if 
1.5 bushels of soybeans are traded for one yard of textiles, and vice ver­
sa if 5 bushels of soybeans are traded for a yard of textiles. The terms
of trade will depend on conditions of supply and demand in both countries.
__
Bharat R. Hazari, The Pure Theory of International Trade and 
Distortions, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1978), p. 1.
—  ^ W. M. Scammell, International Trade and Payments, (London: 
Fletcher and Son, Ltd., 1974), p. 13.
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Soybeans-Textiles 
Textiles Soybeans exchange ratios
United States $10/yard $2/bushel 5 ;i
United Kingdom fe 3/yard £2/bushel 1.5:1
The United Kingdom would accept as a minimum 1,5 bushel of soybeans for 
one yard of textiles and the United States would pay 5 bushels as a max­
imum price per yard of textiles. Translating these into domestic cur­
rencies we get:
1 yard of textile exchanges for 1.5 to 5 bushels of soybeans 
thus S3 exchanges for $3 to $10 
or fcl exchanges for $1 to $3.33 
For dollars:
$10 exchanges for fe3 to 610 
or $1 exchanges for fe0.3 to fcl 
At any exchange below one dollar for one pound sterling the United 
States will normally import both commodities from the United Kingdom and 
the latter will import nothing from the United States; at $1 for £1 the 
United States will import textiles and will be indifferent as to soy­
beans and the United Kingdom will import nothing; at $2 for fel the United 
States will import textiles only and the United Kingdom will import soy­
beans only; at $4 for fel the United States will import nothing and the 
United Kingdom will import both commodities. Thus, as the price of ster­
ling increases, the demand for sterling (demand for United Kingdom goods) 
decreases and the supply of sterling (demand for United States goods) in­
creases, This can be seen in Figure 2 which shows how many dollars are 
exchangeable for one pound sterling and the quantity of pounds traded.
A country's supply schedule of its own currency in the foreign ex­
change market (S$) is best viewed as an inverted demand schedule for
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Figure 2. Supply and Demand for Pounds Sterling in the United States
Qi
foreign exchange (D^), and, similarly, a country's demand schedule for for­
eign exchange (D^) can be viewed as an inverted supply schedule of its own
6 /
currency (S^).—  Considering the two commodities above, the equilibrium 
exchange rate (r^) is dependent on all of the forces which underlie the 
positions of the domestic demand and supply curves in the soybean and tex­
tile industries, as well as on the foreign prices of these traded g o o d s . —/  
When the exchange rate varies with varying supply and demand conditions, 
a freely or floating exchange rate system is in o p e r a t i o n . T h e n ,  if a 
country imports more than it exports, its currency depreciates because the 
supply of its currency in the foreign exchange market has exceeded the de­
demand. Depreciation means a lowering in value of a currency with respect
—  Bo Sodersten, International Economics (New York: Harper & Row,
1970), p. 213.
~  Herbert G. Grubel, International Economics, (Homewood, Illinois: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1977), p. 222.
8/—  Mordechai E. Kreinin, International Economics: A  Policy Approach,
2nd ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1975), p. 27.
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9/
to other currencies; likewise, appreciation means an increase in value.—
In an international monetary system in which governments have committed 
themselves to maintain fixed exchange rates, exchange rates are varied by 
government decrees, and, under these conditions, the term devaluation is 
used to indicate a decrease in the official value of a currency in terms 
of other currencies, while revaluation is used to describe an increase in 
that v a l u e ^  A depreciation of a country’s currency lowers the price of 
that country's exports in terms of foreign currencies, and, so, foreign 
countries can be expected to increase their purchases from the country 
whose currency has been depreciated. However, the increase in purchases 
will depend on the magnitude of the depreciation and upon the import re­
strictions of the importing countries.
By comparing the sum of all payments a country and its residents make 
to all foreign countries with the total of all receipts received from for­
eigners in a given time period, the country's balance of payments is deter- 
11/
mined. If the amount of foreign exchange supply and demand are equal,
12/
the balance of payments is said to be in equilibrium for the country.—
If a deficit in the balance of payments occurs, an excess demand for for­
eign currency is implied. This leads to a fall in the exchange rate, so 
the country will have to pay more units of its own currency for a unit of 
foreign currency. Similarly, a surplus in the balance of payments will 
lead to an excess supply of foreign currency and hence to an increase in
9/
—  Ibid., pp. 97-98, and Grubel, p. 236.
1Q/  tv, • A—  Ibid.
11/ David H. Blake and Robert S. Walters, The Politics of Global Eco­
nomic Relations, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc.,
1976), p. 54.
12/
—  Sodersten, pp. 215 and 265.
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the exchange rate.
According to the existence of surpluses or deficits, there would be a 
necessity for reallocation of resources reflecting the concept of compara­
tive advantage. There are methods of adjustment by which countries can 
deal with payment imbalances. In the case of a deficit caused by a shift
of the demand curve for foreign exchange, from to Djl in Figure 2, a 
13/country can:— '
1- Let the market exchange rate rise to r£.
2- Finance the excess demand for foreign exchange Qp— Q 2 at the pre­
vious period's exchange rate rx by drawing down its stock of inter­
national reserves.
3- Impose direct controls on private-sector foreign exchange transac­
tions which shift either the demand or supply curve, or both, such 
that the excess demand for foreign exchange is eliminated at the 
previous period's exchange rate, r^.
4- Change domestic prices and costs of production through appropriate 
deflationary measures for the purpose of shifting the demand and 
supply curves of foreign exchange downward and upward, respective­
ly, such that the excess demand for foreign exchange is eliminated 
at r^.
5- Reduce aggregate demand and income so that the demand for imports 
is reduced, the demand curve is shifted downward, and excess demand 
for foreign exchange is eliminated at rx.
The discussion that follows is based on section I, Chapter 14 of 
Herbert G. Grubel, International Economics, pp. 303-307.
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Which method of adjustment or combinations an individual country 
uses is determined in principle by the international monetary system in 
existence. Under a freely floating exchange rate system, automatic ex­
change rate adjustments correct payment imbalances. Even with a gold 
standard system, automatic adjustments to payment imbalances take place 
and involve price and income changes. All five methods for dealing with 
payment imbalances are used when managed exchange rate system exists.
There are two subclasses of managed exchange rate system: the parity ex­
change rate system and the managed float system. Under the parity system, 
which existed between 1946 and 1971, exchange rate adjustments were under­
taken by international agreement only in large, discreet steps, while 
under the managed float system, in operation since 1971, adjustments have 
been continuous and small.
A country's exports and imports are influenced by the national in­
come of trading partners, tastes, and relative prices. An increase in 
income abroad will have a favorable effect for the exporting country. If 
the prices of import-competing goods abroad increase, the home country's 
exports will benefit. Analogously, a country's imports are a function of 
its national income, of tastes, and of relative prices.— ^
In general, the five methods of adjustments enumerated above are con­
tained in what are known as (1) expenditure reducing policies, which re­
duce income and thus imports, and (2) expenditure switching policies, 
which change relative prices of imported and exported goods. Expenditure 
switching policies involve exchange rate depreciation, controls on trade, 
or both.~^ Expenditure reducing policies involve tight monetary and
Sodersten, p. 265.
15/
Grubel, p. 347, and Sodersten, p. 277.
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contractionary fiscal policies which will lead to a decrease in income 
and to a fall in imports.—  ^ A conflict between adjustments made to the 
foreign balance and domestic policies for price stability and full em­
ployment may arise when governments try to obtain equilibrium in the 
balance of payments while maintaining internal balance. An exposition of
the different situations in which national states may find themselves is
17 /beyond the scope of this chapter.—
Recently, several authors have analyzed the effects that monetary 
fiscal, and foreign exchange policies have on the United States foreign 
agricultural trade sector.!§/ Some of these writers state that monetary 
phenomena may have played a significant role in increased United States 
prices and exports of agricultural products in the 1970's, while others 
argue that only a small impact on agricultural trade can be expected due 
to changes in exchange rates.
—  Campbell R. McConnell, Economics: Principles, Problems, and
Policies, 7th ed. ( ew York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1978), p. 897, and Sod­
ersten, pp. 275-277.
— / See Grubel, pp. 347-356, 369-380, and 416-420; Kreinin, pp. 91- 
96; Scammell, pp. 387-401; and Sodersten, pp. 319-336.
.!§/ G. Edward Schuh, "Income and Stability Implications of Monetary, 
Fiscal, Trade, and Economic Policies." Presented at Farm and Food Policy 
Symposium, sponsored by GPC-5, Airport Ramada Inn, Kansas City, Missouri 
February 22-24, 1977; William Kost, "Effects of an Exchange Rate Change on 
Agricultural Trade," and Amalia Velliantis-Fidas, "The Impact of Devalua­
tion on U.S. Agricultural Exports," Agricultural Economics Research, 28(3): 
99-106 and 107-116, July 1976; Maury E. Bredahl and Paul Gallagher, "Com­
ment on 'Effects of an Exchange Rate Change in Agricultural Trade'," Agri­
cultural Economics Research, 29(2):45-48, April 1977; Maury E. Bredahl, 
"Effects of Currency Adjustments Given Free Trade, Trade Restrictions and 
Cross Commodity Substitution," Staff Paper P76-35, Department of Agricul­
tural Economics, College of Agriculture, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
November 1976; G. Edward Schuh, "The Exchange Rate and U.S. Agriculture," 
American Journal of Agricultural Economics, 56(1):1-13, February 1974.
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Effects of the exchange rate on the foreign demand of a given com­
modity or commodity group will be conditioned by other factors involved 
in the foreign trade of that commodity. Under free trade conditions, 
for example, a devaluation of the exporting country's currency would 
lead to a lower price in terms of the importing country's currency and 
to an increase in the quantity of the commodity traded. Figure 3 shows 
the effect of an exchange rate change on equilibrium prices and quanti­
ties. This figure depicts the same two countries in the one-commodity 
situation of Figure 1, with the addition of a currency exchange sector. 
The curves labeled S and D indicate supply and demand in the respective 
countries. Md and Xs indicate the importing country's excess demand and 
the exporting country's excess supply curves respectively. An original 
exchange rate of one (l$=lfe) is represented by the ray OA, and the ex­
change rate after devaluation of the dollar (2$=lfe) by the ray OB.
The devaluation rotates the excess demand curve from to M<j. Changes 
on prices and quantities are indicated by arrows.
The existence of substitute commodities can also influence the ef­
fects of devaluation. After devaluation has occurred and real price de­
clines, the subject commodity will take a larger share of the market as 
consumption of competing commodities in the importing country is expec­
ted to decline.
Figure 3. Effect of An Exchange Rate Change on Equilibrium Prices and Quantities— ^
$P
5fe = 1$
ii
e
lfe = 1$
/✓
Country A Trade Sector Currency Exchange Country B
(U.S.) Sector (U.K.)
i/From Maury E. Bredahl, "Effects of Currency Adjustments Given Free Trade, Trade Restrictions and 
Cross Commodity Substitution," Staff Paper P76-35, Department of Agricultural Economics, College of 
Agriculture, University of Missouri-Columbia, November 1976.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, a flow diagram is developed to depict the United 
States soybean supply and utilization system. Estimation procedures for 
trend analysis and for analysis of competition to soybean and soybean 
product exports are also presented. Also, procedures used in developing 
a model for predicting market potential in 1985 for United States and 
Louisiana soybeans are presented.
Time series data on production, imports, exports, and prices for 
soybeans, soybean products, and other oilseeds for the period 1961-1977 
were obtained mainly from publications of the Food and Agriculture Or­
ganization of the United Nations (FAO) and statistical reports of the 
Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service of the United States De­
partment of Agriculture. Data on livestock populations were obtained 
from FAO publications. Data regarding national incomes and foreign ex­
change rates were taken from publications of the International Monetary 
Fund. Where data were incomplete for certain years or certain variables, 
supplemantary sources were used. Tabulated data extends through 1977, 
the latest year for which statistics were available for the entire set of 
variables.
Data were tabulated for countries that have played an important role 
in world soybean trade, either as consumers and/or producers. Data were 
also sorted by world regions and groups of countries based on the magni­
tude of their imports and exports in the world market.
An aggregation of vegetable oils, possible substitutes for soybeans,
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is also indicated in the respective tables.
In analyzing the position of the United States in the world market 
for soybeans, it was necessary to consider the three forms in which this 
commodity was traded, namely, beans, oil, and meal. Figure 4 illustrates 
the general rationale utilized in this simplified analysis of the soy­
bean sector in the United States and the world market.
Supply and demand for soybeans are assumed to reach an equilibrium 
through price adjustment. Demand is subdivided into domestic and foreign 
demand. At the domestic level, demand for soybeans depends on the demand 
for meal and oil. Similarly, foreign demand is affected by the demand 
for beans, meal, and oil. The demand for soybeans is hypothesized to be 
affected by imports of oilseeds and oilseed products into the United 
States and into major soybean importing countries, among other factors.
Several steps were involved in the analysis. First, soybean produc­
tion, export, and import trends as well as export and import trends for 
soybean oil and meal were derived for major countries involved in world 
soybean trade. Second, multiple regression equations were developed to 
see if there were any direct relationship between United States exports 
of soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil and the imports of competing 
oilseeds and oilseed products into major soybean markets. Finally, a 
simplified model was developed to consider the major forces affecting 
soybeans' domestic and foreign demands and to predict future market po­
tential for United States and Louisiana soybeans. Again, it is neces­
sary to recall that expansion of soybean production in Louisiana is lim­
ited by forces affecting the export demand for United States soybeans, 
by virtue of the high percentage (90 percent) of Louisiana's soybean
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Figure 4. Flow Diagram of United States Soybean Supply and Utilization
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production exported.
Trends in Soybean Production. Imports, and Exports
In assessing the United States position in the world market for soy­
beans, a simple regression trend analysis was made for soybean production, 
imports, and exports. Trend lines were developed for the world, world 
regions, and for each or the most important countries involved in soybean 
trade. The trends covered a period of 17 years, from 1961 to 1977.
Trends were computed from the following equation:
Y = a + bT
where,
Y = production, exports, or imports of soybeans, or exports and im­
ports of soybean meal and oil.
a = intercept.
b = trend value.
T = time (1961 = 1 ,  ..., 1977 = 17).
The data used to estimate the trends were all in metric tons and on 
a calendar year basis to facilitate comparisons. The trend values were 
computed for three time periods (1961-1977, 1961-1969, and 1970-1977) to 
compare trends among these periods.
Impact of Substitutes
To determine what major world oilseeds and oilseed products affected 
United States exports of soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil, multi­
ple regression analysis was used. For each of the export categories two
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multiple regression analyses were made. One related United States's ex­
ports to world prices of competitive commodities and the other related 
United States exports to imports of other oilseed commodities into main 
soybean importing areas.
All possible subsets of price and of competing oilseed import combi­
nations were used in determining and measuring these two-factor catego­
ries (prices and imports of competing oilseeds and oilseed products) af­
fecting United States exports of soybeans and soybean products. For this 
purpose, the maximum R-square improvement method of selecting variables
as implemented in the computer program developed by SAS Institute—  ^was
2 /
used. The steps in this variable selection technique are:-
(1) The simple regression model with maximum coefficient of deter­
mination value (R ) is found.
(2) To the above model, the variable giving greatest increase in R^ 
value is added.
(3) Each included variable is compared with each unincluded vari­
able to see if an interchange will raise R ^ . After all com­
parisons are made, the switch that maximizes R^ is made. The 
comparisons are repeated until no interchange will raise R^. 
This will give the "best" two variable model.
(4) A third variable is added to the two variable model to maxi­
mize R .
(5) The comparison process is repeated as in number (3) above un­
til the "best" three variable model is found.
(6) The process is iterated for 4, 5, ..., k variable models.
The "Best" model here, as in other variable selection techniques,
~ SAS Institute Inc., Statistical Analysis System, SAS User1s 
Guide, 1979 Edition (Raleigh, North Carolina, 1979).
2 /
-  Ibid., pp. 391-392.
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does not guarantee the best model at all. In the models, some regres­
sion coefficients may have signs contrary to economic theory and the sta­
tistical significance of the coefficients can be low. These factors were 
taken in consideration in identifying the major oilseeds competing with
United States soybean and soybean product exports and variables which did
2
not increase the R value appreciably when included in the models were
2
dropped from the analysis. Those models showing high R values and coef­
ficients with expected signs were re-run to recompute the parameter val­
ues and check the statistical significance of the variables and the pres­
ence or absence of autocorrelation.
Commodity prices analyzed for each export category were as follows:
1. For soybean exports--soybean prices received by United States produ­
cers, world prices of groundnuts, rapeseed, linseed, copra, and palm 
kernel.
2. For soybean meal exports— soybean meal price in the United States, 
world prices of groundnut meal, cottonseed meal, linseed meal, copra 
meal, sunflowerseed meal, and fishmeal.
3. For soybean oil exports--soybean oil price in the United States, world 
prices of groundnut oil, cottonseed oil, rapeseed oil, coconut oil, 
palmkernel oil, sunflowerseed oil, and palm oil.
Commodity imports analyzed for each export category were as follows:
1. For soybean exports— imports of groundnuts, copra, palmkernel, linseed, 
cottonseed, rapeseed, and sunflowerseed into Europe; Asia; the Euro­
pean Economic Community; Japan; Europe-Asia; and the Economic Commu­
nity- Japan.
2. For soybean meal exports— imports of groundnut meal, copra meal, palm-
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kernel meal, linseed meal, cottonseed meal, and fishmeal into Europe 
and the European Economic Community.
3. For soybean oil exports— imports of palmkernel oil, coconut oil, palm 
oil, groundnut oil, cottonseed oil, sunflowerseed oil, and olive oil 
into Europe and the Economic Community; and imports of coconut oil 
and palm oil into Asia.
The general model used to determine the impact of substitutes can be
represented as:
Yit = ait + J l  bkXkijt + eit
where,
i = commodity groups (oilseed beans, oilseed meal, and oilseed oil).
j = prices of commodities in respective competing commodity groups, 
and imports of commodities in competing commodity groups.
k = number of explanatory variables.
t = time in years (1961 = 1 ,  ..., 1977 = 17). Crop year for United 
States data on soybeans and calendar year for all other data.
Yft = dependent variable (United States exports of soybeans, of soy­
bean meal, and soybean oil).
a^ = parameter intercepts.
b^ = partial regression coefficients of the dependent variable (Y) 
on the independent variables (X).
Xj^.t = independent variables (prices and imports of commodities in com- 
peting commodity groups).
e^t = error term (assumed to have zero means, constant variance and 
zero autocorrelation).
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The Predictive Model for Market Potential 
for United States and Louisiana Soybeans
The analysis in this section of the study differed from other stud­
ies in two aspects; namely, (1) United States's soybean exports included 
both the bean exports and the bean equivalent of soybean meal exports.
And (2) the inclusion of a foreign exchange variable.
The laws of supply and demand form the basis of the model to predict 
market potential for United States and Louisiana soybeans in 1985. Fig­
ure 4 provided the simplified framework from which supply and demand 
functions for the model were deduced.
The supply curve of a good shows the various quantities of a good 
which producers will place in the market during a given period of time 
at all possible prices other things remaining equal.— / It implies a di­
rect relationship since higher prices encourage producers to supply 
larger quantities of the product as well as the entrance of new produc­
ers in the industry (assuming perfectly competitive conditions). The 
level of production of a given firm will depend on the price of the com­
modity being considered, price of alternative products that compete for 
land, capital and other resources in the production process, price of 
factors of production, level of technology, and, in the case of agricul­
ture, weather.
Likewise, the demand schedule for a product indicates the maximum 
rate of purchases per unit of time that consumers will be willing and
Richard A. Bilas, Microeconomic Theory, 2nd. ed. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971), p. 14.
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able to make at different prices other things remaining equal.—  ^ Basi­
cally, quantity demanded depends on the price of the commodity being con­
sidered, the price of substitutes and complementary commodities, income, 
tastes and preferences of consumers.
Variables entered into the supply and demand relationships were se­
lected partially on the basis of traditional demand and supply theory and 
on the basis of the particular conditions for the problem being analyzed 
in this study. Relatively free market conditions are assumed for both 
the supply and demand sides.
The model focused on United States exports of soybeans and soybean 
meal. Soybean oil exports were excluded from the analysis because of re­
strictions imposed by many countries on soybean oil imports and because 
most of the United States's exports of soybean oil during the period 
studied were made under the Food For Peace Program (PL-480). To simpli­
fy the model even more, the bean equivalent of soybean meal exports were
combined with actual soybean exports.
The theoretical model postulated is composed of three equations as 
follows:
(1) USSBPt = f(USSBP x , P S ^ ,  PCTt-1, P C R ^ ,  YR)
(2) USSBDt = f(PSfc, USIPOt, USGNPt , USLUt)
(3) USSBEt = f(PSt, ERt, ECIGNt , EJGNPt , ECLUt, BSBEt)
(4) USSBDTt= USSBDt + USSBEt
(5) USSBPt = USSBDt + USSBEt + ESTt - BSTt
where,
USSBPt = soybean production in the United States in period t, in mil­
lion bushels.
y  Ibid., p. 9.
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USSBPt_^ = soybean production in the United States in period t-1, in 
million bushels.
PSt = average price of soybeans received by American producers in 
period t, in dollars per bushel.
PSt_^ = average price of soybeans received by American producers in 
period t-1.
PCTt_^ = average price of cotton received by American producers in 
period t-1, in cents per pound.
PCRt_i = average price of corn received by American producers in pe­
riod t-1, in dollars per bushel.
BSTt = beginning stocks of soybeans in the United States in period 
t, in million bushels.
ESTt = ending stocks of soybeans in the United States in period t, 
in million bushels.
USSBDt = soybean demand in the United States in period t, in million
bushels.V
USIPO = United States imports of palm oil in period t, in thousand 
metric tons.
USGNPfc = United States gross national product in period t, in billions 
of 1975 dollars.
6/
USLUt = United States livestock units in period t, in thousand units.-
ECIGNj. = European Economic Community imports of groundnuts in period 
t, in thousand metric tons.
USSBEt = export demand for United States's soybeans in period t, in
—  Domestic demand includes soybeans crushed plus other quantities 
retained for feed, seed and other uses minus the bean equivalent of soy­
bean meal exports.
6/
—  Livestock units include cattle, pig and chicken population, 
weighted as follows: cattle = 1.000; pigs = 0.400; and chicken = 0.025.
Weights are from Dieter Elz, Oilseed Production Needs of the European 
Economic Community to 1970, Economic Research Service, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, May 1967, as used by Houck, Ryan, and Subotnik in Soy­
beans and Their Products.
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million bushels.Z/
ERt = foreign exchange rate for West Germany in period t, in deutch 
marks per dollar.®./
EJGNPt = gross national product for the European Economic Community
and Japan in period t, in billions of U.S. dollars. (GNP in 
local currencies, expressed in 1975 prices, were converted 
into dollars).
BSBEt = Brazilian soybean exports in period t, in thousand metric 
tons.
ECLUt = European Economic Community livestock units in period t, in 
thousand units.
USSBDT. = Total demand for United States in period t, in million bush­
els.
t = time period in year (crop year for United States data on soy­
beans and for corn and cotton prices, and calendar year for 
all other data).
YR = Time trend (1961 = 1 ,  ..., 1977 = 17)
It is assumed that a direct relationship exists between soybean pro­
duction in the current year and production in the preceding year; that 
growers' acreage is based on preceding year's price level and prices of 
crops that can be grown on soybean land in competition with soybeans. In 
major growing regions of the United States cotton and corn are the pre­
dominant competing crops. Time trend is positively associated with pro­
duction. The anticipated relationships are inverse for the prices of cot­
ton and corn and direct for soybeans. Finally, it is hypothesized that
—  Includes bean equivalent of soybean meal exports. Part of the 
total soybean crushing in the United States is exported as meal and, thus, 
total domestic consumption figures are reduced by the bean equivalent of 
meal exports while soybean exports are increased by an equal amount.
8 /
—  The exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and the German deutch 
mark was used as representative for the entire European Economic Community 
and Japan markets. While this approach leaves much to be desired in measur­
ing exchange rate relationships, the assumption is made that most of the 
currencies of these countries have been moving together against the U.S. 
dollar.
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growers' anticipation of a high level of carryover stocks tends to result 
in lower acreage planting which may lead to lower production.
United States domestic demand for soybeans is influenced by numerous 
factors such as soybean price, income level, preferences, tastes, imports 
of competing commodities, and livestock population.
A direct relationship is expected for income and livestock units, 
and an inverse relationship is anticipated for price of soybeans and im­
ports of palm oil.
Export demand for United States soybeans was assumed to be associ­
ated with factors such as soybean price in the United States, imports of 
competing commodities, and income, foreign exchange rates and livestock 
units in major soybean importing countries as well as the level of soy­
bean exports from Brazil.
A positive relationship was expected for income and livestock units. 
A negative relationship was anticipated for price of soybeans, oilseed 
oil imports, foreign exchange rate, and Brazilian exports of soybeans.
Finally, the model is completed by two identity equations.
The construction of models involves the joint process of determin­
ing the magnitudes of the coefficients of the various relationships of
the system and testing whether all the factors belong to the relation­
ships. For this, a linear relationship was proposed for each equation 
of the theoretical model as follows:
(1) USSBPj. = bg^ + b^USSBP(-_]_ + t^PSf-..^ + b^PCTj-^^ + b^PCR^^
+ b5YR + e1
(2) USSBDt = bQ2 + b 6PSt + b7USIP0t + bgUSGNP,. + b9USLUt + e2
(3) USSBEt = bQ3 + b 1QPSt + blxERt + b^ECIGNj. + b^EJGNPj.
+ b-.ECLU + b.CBSBE. + e0 
14 t 15 t 3
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(4) USSBDTt = USSBDt +  USSBEt
(5) USSBPt = USSBDt +  USSBEt +  ESTt - BSTt 
where,
b's = estimated parameters.
e-^ , e2 , and e^ = random error terms in equations.
All the variables have been defined previously.
A random disturbance or error term (e) is added to each of the rela­
tionships of the system to account for excluded variables, incorrect func­
tional form, and measurement error in the data. This is done with the 
stipulation that each error term satisfies the assumptions of the classi­
cal normal linear regression model, namely, that each disturbance is norm­
ally distributed with zero expected mean value and that its expected vari-
9/
ance and covariance are a constant and zero, respectively.—
According to the procedures for identification the equations of the 
model are over identified.— ^
Two groups of variables are contained in the model: endogenous vari­
ables which are those whose values are to be explained by the model and 
predetermined variables which are subdivided into exogenous and lagged 
endogenous variables; the former are completely determined outside the
system under consideration and the latter are past values of the endogenous
11/variables of the model.—
—  Jan Kmenta, Elements of Econometrics (New York: Macmillan Pub­
lishing Co., Inc., 1971), pp. 202 and 535.
—  ^ Charles R. Frank, Jr., Statistics and Econometrics, (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971), pp. 315-333; and Kmenta, pp. 539 
545.
—  Kmenta, p. 532.
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The variables USSRP, USSBD, USSBE, and PS are endogenous variables 
and all other variables are exogenous variables or lagged endogenous 
variables.
Ordinary least squares is used in estimating the coefficients of 
the equation on production; however, the appearance of endogenous vari­
ables among the explanatory variables of the demand equations leads to
problems because the endogenous variables are, in general, correlated
12/
with the error term.—  Least squares does not yield estimators with 
desirable statistical properties such as consistency unless all but 
one of the variables in the estimated equation are predetermined.— /
Two stage least squares estimation is one of several methods 
available which provide consistent estimates of structural parameters 
in simultaneous equation systems.— / Because of the apparent simul­
taneous relationship among price, domestic demand, and export demand, 
two stage least squares estimation was used to estimate and test the 
relationships specified above for the demand equations.
Ibid., p. 533.
13/—  Carl F. Christ, Econometric Models and Methods. (New York: 
John Wiley and Son, Inc., 1966), p. 45.
Kmenta, p. 535.
CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Trends in Soybean Production, Imports, and Exports
Results of the production, export and import trend analyses are giv­
en in Tables 12 through 15. Trend values of soybean production for the 
world and major producing areas are presented in Table 12 for three time 
periods, namely, 1961-1977, 1961-1969, and 1970-1977.
World production increased 2.7 million metric tons annually for the 
period 1961-1977, compared to 2.0 and 4.4 million metric tons in 1961-1969 
and 1970-1977, respectively. For the same three periods, United States 
production increased between 1.6 and 1.8 million metric tons. Brazilian 
production showed the most dramatic change with an annual increase of 1.7 
million metric tons for the period 1970-1977 compared to only 86,000 met­
ric tons for the 1961-1969 period. For the other areas production in­
creases in 1970-1977 compared to 1961-1969 varied considerably. An aver­
age increase of about 100,000 metric tons occurred annually in China. A
42,000 metric ton increase annually in Europe compares to the decline in 
rate of growth in the Soviet Union from the 17,000 metric ton annual in­
crease during the 1961-1969 period to 7,000 metric ton annual increase 
in 1970-1977. Production in Japan showed a slowing down of the decline 
in soybean production during the latest period 1970-1977.
Soybean production in the Soviet Union was not explained by the
2
time variable as shown by the extremely low R values.
The average rates of change in soybean exports and imports are 
shown in Table 13 for the same three periods for soybean production.
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World soybean exports and imports showed similar increasing trend 
values for the three periods. For soybean exports, Brazil again 
showed a sharp contrast in the annual rate of increase for the 1970's 
compared to the 1960's, with 489,000 metric tons, annually, for 1970- 
1977 compared to only 25,000 metric tons, annually, in 1961-1969. For 
the same two periods, exports from the United States increased over
600.000 metric tons annually. For the entire period 1961-1977,
Brazilian exports increased 216,000 metric tons annually while American 
exports increased 788,000 metric tons annually. Exports from China 
increased 31,000 metric tons annually over the period 1961-1969, but 
decreased an average of 39,000 metric tons annually for 1970-1977.
Annual soybean imports for 1961-1977 ranged from an annual increase 
of 167,000 metric tons in Japan to 490,000 metric tons in the European 
Economic Community. Japanese soybean imports increased an average of
43.000 metric tons annually for the period 1970-1977, while that of the 
Economic Community was 575,000 metric tons. Soybean imports into 
Taiwan and Spain during the 1961-1977 period trended upward by 63,000 
and 127,000 metric tonsj respectively.
Trend values for soybean meal and soybean oil exports and imports 
are shown in Tables 14 and 15, respectively. World soybean meal exports 
increased at an annual rate of 656,000 metric tons during 1961-1977; 
however, the increase was 370,000 metric tons for 1961-1969 and almost 
1 million for 1970-1977. United States exports trended upward by about 
0.3 million metric tons annually for 1961-1977 and for 1961-1969, and 
by about 0.1 million in 1970-1977. In contrast, during those same 
periods Brazil expanded exports by an annual average of 0.3 million,
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36,000 and 0.7 million metric tons, respectively.
For soybean oil exports, Brazil also showed a strong upward
surge from no exports of soybean oil in the period 1961-1969 to an
annual increase of 77,000 metric tons from 1970 to 1977. The United
States' annual increase was about 13,000 metric tons during both
2
periods; however, the R values were very low.
On the import side, Europe and Asia continued to show large
annual import increases for soybean meal and oil during 1961-1977,
especially during 1970-1977 (Table 15).
Trend lines were fitted to the foregoing data and extrapolated to
1985 to show the difference between the observed relationships for the
periods 1961-1977 and 1970-1977 (Table 16).
Projections for the production and exports of soybeans by the 
United States using the two time series give fairly similar results.
According to both extrapolations, U.S. production would expand 
to about 56 million metric tons, while exports would be 22 million metric 
tons according to the 1961-1977 trend line and 20 million with that of 
1970-1977 trend line. For Brazil, the production and export values 
projected from the two historical periods differ sharply. The trend 
drawn from the years 1970-1977, show about 26 million metric tons pro­
duced, whereas the trend based on 1961-1977 data show only about 15 
million metric tons produced by 1985. Similarly, Brazilian exports 
would be about 7.5 million compared to 4.4 million, respectively.
The world soybean production and export differences derived from 
the two trends obviously reflect the rapidly increasing production in 
exporting countries of South America during the 1970-1977 period.
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Projections of soybean production for China shows modest increases 
over 1977 while soybean exports are shown to be very small and even 
negative when based on the most recent time series.
Soybean import projections indicate larger imports for Europe and 
the Economic Community with the 1970-1977 trend line than with that of 
1961-1977. The inverse situation is true for Japan.
Figures 5 through 10 show the trend lines and projections for some 
of the relationships observed in Table 16.
Similar comparisons can be made for soybean meal and soybean oil 
exports and imports from Table 16.
Except for South America and Brazil, trend lines presented higher
2
R values and smaller standard errors for the 1961-1977 period than for
2
the 1970-1977 period. The extremely low R values for some of the trend 
lines indicated that the time variable did not help in explaining the 
variations in the respective soybean series used.
Table 12 and Table 16 include trend estimations for Louisiana soy­
bean production and the 1985 extrapolations on production, respectively. 
The annual increase in soybean production in Louisiana was about 100,000 
metric tons for the periods 1961-1977 and 1970-1977, and 120,000 metric 
tons for 1961-1969. Louisiana soybean production for 1985 extrapolated 
from the 1961-1977 trend line was 2.4 million metric tons (88.2 million 
bushels) and from the 1970-1977 trend line it was 2.5 million metric 
tons (91.9 million bushels).
Table 12. Linear Trend Values of Soybean Production, 1961-1977
Country 1961-1977 1961-1969 1970-1977
or Region___________a______ b______ RZ SE__________a______ b______ R2 SE_________a______ b______ R2 SE
(in thousand metric tons)
World 23060 2718 .93 196.8 26704 2021 .95 182.2 5508 4405 .84 701.0
United States 15085 1637 .89 148.1 14525 1775 .93 184.3 14378 1678 .50 685.4
(Louisiana) -24 97 .92 7.4 -117 120 .88 16.8 -194 107 .74 25.7
South America -3488 811 .76 117.3 106 103 .88 14.4 -18449 1915 .98 105.2
Argentina -280 55 .56 12.7 4 3 .79 0.5 -1849 169 .82 32.1
Brazil -3129 727 .76 104.1 102 86 .84 14.2 -16154 1690 .98 102.0
Asia 11085 174 .83 20.3 11568 74 .39 34.6 9635 283 .79 60.1
P.R. China 10100 143 .84 16.4 10361 89 .42 39.7 9292 204 .73 50.8
Japan 326 -15 .80 2.0 395 -30 .95 2.5 146 -2 .30 1.1
Europe -111 30 .86 3.1 -1 6 .78 1.2 -340 48 .91 6.1
Soviet Union 410 7 .07 6.2 367 17 .23 11.6 401 7 .01 26.0
Table 13. Linear Trend Values of Soybean Exports and Imports, 1961-1977
Country 
or Region a
1961-
b
1977
R2 SE a
1961-1969 
b R2 SE a
1970-
b
1977
R2 SE
World 1906 1023 .97 48.1
(in thousand metric tons) 
Exports 
3545 653 .99 17.7 223 1166 .93 127.6
United States 2441 788 .97 38.7 3103 601 .99 16.2 4995 616 .78 135.4
South America -1099 241 .73 38.1 -7 26 .40 12.0 -5679 579 .92 71.0
Brazil -959 216 .71 35.6 -7 25 .39 12.1 -4645 489 .81 97.4
P.R. China 513 -12 .23 5.8 318 31 .61 9.2 852 -39 .75 9.3
World 1872 1014 .97 49.8 3486 648
Imports
.99 26.9 399 1142 .91 143.8
Asia 1174 263 .97 12.1 1211 239 .99 7.4 2777 151 .83 28.1
Taiwan -63 63 .88 6.0 17 43 .78 9.0 17 59 .48 24.8
Japan 1088 167 .93 11.9 956 182 .99 8.1 2817 43 .40 22.7
Europe 729 652 .96 36.7 1834 403 .97 25.3 -49 726 .87 116.5
EEC 801 490 .93 34.4 1958 227 .93 23.4 -161 575 .87 90.1
Spain -217 127 .92 9.9 -325 150 .92 16.4 31 108 .53 41.6
Table 14. Linear Trend Values of Soybean Meal and Oil Exports, 1961-1977
Country 
or Region a
1961
b SE a
1961-1969 
b R2 SE a
1970
b
-1977
R SE
World -480 656 .95 40.6
(in thousand metric 
Meal 
884 370 .99
tons)
9.6 -4284 944 .96 78.9
United States 668 255 .92 19.8 440 290 .99 9.6 2799 102 .26 70.1
South America -1364 291 .72 46.7 -67 39 .90 4.8 -7159 717 .92 86.3
Brazil -1297 277 .73 43.6 -63 36 .90 4.6 -6691 674 .93 76.7
EEC 17 105 .83 12.1 320 35 .85 5.5 -105 118 .52 46.1
World 228 85 .79 11.3 561
Oil 
11 .09 13.8 -269 125 .69 33.8
United States 430 11 .15 7.0 468 -1 .00 13.7 781 13 .04 26.7
Brazil -129 24 .50 6.2 0 0 .00 0 -862 77 .76 17.6
EEC -93 41 .85 4.4 46 10 .75 2.2 -325 59 .77 13.2
Ol
VO
Table 15. Linear Trend Values of Soybean Meal and Oil Imports, 1961-1977
Country 
or Region a
1961-
b SE a
1961
b
-1969
R2 SE a
1970
b -l92 SE
World -513 651 .96 33.1
(in thousand metric 
Meal 
672 397 .99
: tons) 
17.2 -3189 857 .98 55.7
Canada 178 7 .45 1.9 211 1 .01 3.1 -16 21 .70 5.6
Asia -110 30 .65 5.7 27 2 .07 3.4 -614 67 .68 18.8
Japan -39 13 .44 3.7 31 -2 .09 2.5 -222 27 .33 15.5
Europe -545 598 .97 25.8 403 390 .99 17.1 -2248 731 .98 43.2
EEC 334 317 .98 10.8 478 277 .98 16.5 1004 272 .90 37.5
Other Europe -880 281 .91 23.1 -75 113 .96 8.8 -3252 459 .98 27.0
World 274 73 .79 9.7 563 6
Oil
.03 12.5 221 81 .59 27.3
Asia 53 31 .75 4.6 127 15 .43 6.4 -58 40 .42 19.2
Iran -32 12 .87 1.2 8 3 .43 1.4 -76 16 .79 3.3
Europe 151 23 .50 5.9 353 -25 .76 5.3 163 25 .40 12.5
EEC -33 22 .81 2.8 37 6 .44 2.5 -14 22 .45 10.0
Other Europe 184 0.1 .00 4.0 316 -31 .88 4.4 177 3 .01 9.3
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Table 16. Selected 1985 Extrapolations Using 1961-1977 and 1970-1977 
Trend Values
Country or Area 1961-1977 1970-1977
(1,000 metric tons)
Soybean Production
World 91010 115633
United States 56010 56328
South America 16787 29426
Brazil 15046 26096
China 13675 14392
(Louisiana) 2401 2481
Soybean Exports
World 27481 29373
United States 22111 20395
South America 4926 8796
Brazil 4441 7580
China 213 -123
Soybean Imports
World 27222 28949
Asia 7749 6552
Japan 5263 3892
Europe 17029 18101
Economic Community 13051 14214
Spain 2958 2731
Soybean Meal Exports
World 15920 19316
United States 7043 5349
Brazil 5628 10159
Economic Community 2642 2845
Soybean Meal Imports
World 15762 18236
Asia 640 1061
Europe 13905 16027
Economic Community 8259 7804
(continued)
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Table 16. Continued.
Country or Area 1961-1977 1970-1977
(1,000 metric tons)
Soybean Oil Exports
World 2353 2856
United States 705 1106
Brazil 471 1063
Economic Community 932 1150
Soybean Oil Imports
World 2099 2246
Asia 828 942
Europe 726 788
Economic Community 517 536
Figure 5. United States Soybean Production Trends
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Figure 6. Brazil Soybean Production Trends
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Figure 7. United States Soybean Export Trends
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Figure 8. Brazil Soybean Export Trends
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Figure 9. European Economic Community Soybean Import Trends
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Figure 10. Japan Soybean Import Trends
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Impact of Substitutes
Equations presented on the next pages were the best models in
explaining competition to United States exports of soybeans, soybean
meal and soybean oil. To remove autocorrelation, time was introduced
into some of the regression equations.—  ^ Each reported equation includes
the regression coefficients and, in parenthesis, their respective
2
standard errors, the coefficient of multiple determination (R ), and 
the Durbin-Watson statistics (D.W.). The values below the standard 
errors are the significance levels for the coefficients as determined by 
t tests. Those variables without numbers below their coefficients were 
significant at less than 0.20.
Oilseed Prices
SBEUS = 102.75921 - 20.25321 PSB +  0.57420 PGN 
(24.72820) (15.79058) (0.20950)
0.0179
- 0.32345 PPK + 27.91393 YR 
(0.17360) t (4.04808)
0.0871 0.0001
R2 = 0.960 D.W. = 1.760
Oilseed Imports
SBEUS = 942.37851 - 0.31873 CJIGNt - 0.59013 CJIPK 
(65.12680) (0.08509) (0.12561)
0.0024 0.0004
- 0.13469 CJILS 
(0.09703)
0.1885
R2 = 0.891 D.W. = 1.681
Michael J. Brennan, Preface to Econometrics: An Introduction to
Quantitative Methods in Economics, 2nd ed. (Cincinnati, Ohio: South-
Western Publishing Company, 1965), pp. 359-360.
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where,
SBEUSt = export demand for United States's soybeans in period t, in 
million bushels.
PSBj. = average price of soybeans received by American producers 
in period t, in dollars per bushel.
PGNt = average price of groundnuts in period t, in dollars per 
metric ton, c.i.f. European ports.
PPKt = average price of palmkernels in period t, in dollars per 
metric ton, c.i.f. European ports.
YR = trend line (years, 1961 = 1, ..., 1977 = 17)
CJIGNt = imports of groundnuts into the Economic Community and Japan
in period t, in thousand metric tons.
CJIPKj. = imports of palmkernels into the Economic Community and 
Japan in period t, in thousand metric tons.
CJILSt = imports of linseeds into the Economic Community and Japan
in period t, in thousand metric tons,
t = time period in year.
The signs of the estimated coefficients are consistent with econom­
ic theory except for the price of palmkernels (PPK). It is erroneous to
attribute to increased price of palmkernels (with the other predeter­
mined variables held constant) a restrictive effect on export demand for 
United States's soybeans.
Price of groundnuts (PGN), the trend variable (YR), and imports of 
groundnuts and palmkernels into the Economic Community and Japan (CJIGN 
and CJIPK) were the most significant regression coefficients.
The coefficient of each independent variable indicates the marginal 
relationship between that variable and export demand for United States's
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soybeans, holding constant the effect of all the other variables. Thus, 
holding constant price of groundnuts, price of palmkernels and year, a 
dollar increase in the bushel of soybeans was associated with a 20 mil­
lion bushels decrease in export demand of United States's soybeans 
(SBEUS). Similarly, as the price of groundnuts increased by one dollar 
per metric ton, export demand for soybeans increased by 574,000 bushels.
In terms of imports of competing oilseeds, export demand for soy­
beans decreased by 319,000 bushels when imports of groundnuts into the 
Economic Community and Japan increased by 1000 metric tons, holding con­
stant the effect of palmkernel and linseed imports.
o
The coefficient of determination (R ) shows that 96 percent of the 
variation on export demand for United States's soybeans was explained 
by variations on the independent variables included in the oilseed price 
equation and that those included in the oilseed import equation explain­
ed 89 percent of the variation.
The Durbin-Watson test statistic for serial correlation in the re­
siduals showed the absence of serial correlation at the one percent lev­
el of significance for both equations.
The price elasticity of export demand computed at the means was 
-0.20 and the cross price elasticities with respect to prices of ground­
nuts and palmkernels were equal to 0.42 and -0.07, respectively. This 
indicates that if average price of soybeans were to increase by 10 per­
cent, other things being equal, export demand of soybeans would de­
crease by 2.0 percent, and a 10 percent increase in the average price 
of groundnuts is associated with a 4.2 percent increase in export de­
mand of United States's soybeans.
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Oilseed Meal Prices
SMEUS = 941.70211 + 1.64402 PFMt - 1.97034 PSMfc
(298.65160) (1.57773) (3.96288)
+ 269.02313 YR 
(45.96766)
0.0001
R2 = 0.913 D.W. = 2.090
Oilseed Meal Imports
SMEUS = 7790.46240 - 1.48117 ECIGNMt - 1.15739 ECISSMt
(2649.81966) (2.52962) (3.41888)
- 4.54611 ECILSMt 
(3.23611)
0.1835
2
R = 0.213 D.W. = 0.566
where,
SMEUSt = export demand for United States's soybean meal in period t, 
in thousand short tons.
PSMt = average price of soybean meal in the United States in pe­
riod t, in dollars per short ton.
PFMt = average price of fishmeal in period t, in dollars per met­
ric ton, c.i.f. European ports.
YR = trend line (years, 1961 = 1, ..., 1977 = 17).
ECIGNMt = imports of groundnut meal into the Economic Community in pe­
riod t, in thousand metric tons.
ECISSMt = imports of sunflowerseed meal into the Economic Community
in period t, in thousand metric tons.
ECILSMt = imports of linseed meal into the Economic Community in pe­
riod t, in thousand metric tons.
t = time period in year.
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The signs of the coefficients in the two equations above are all
consistent with theoretical expectations. Most of the coefficients are
smaller than their corresponding standard errors or have large standard
errors meaning that they are not statistically significant. Only the
trend variable (YR) is highly significant. The coefficient of the trend
variable indicates that, holding everything else constant, annual growth
in export demand of 269,000 short tons can be accounted for by the trend.
2
The coefficient of determination (R ) for the export demand equation
with oilseed meal prices is 0.91 while that with oilseed meal imports is
2
only 0.21. The high value of the coefficient of determination (R ) for 
oilseed meal prices was due to the time variable (YR). Likewise, the 
Durbin-Watson test statistic indicated that there was no serial corre­
lation in the residuals for the former equation and that there was se­
rial correlation for the latter.
The price elasticity of export demand computed at the means was 
-0.06 and the cross price elasticity was 0.11. If the price of soybean 
meal increases by 10 percent, all other things remaining constant, ex­
port demand of soybean meal will decrease by 0.6 percent. A similar 
increase for price of fishmeal will bring a 1.1 percent increase in the 
demand for soybean meal.
Oilseed Oil Prices
S0EUSt = 963.08781 + 0.52817 PPKOfc + 2.36542 PSSOt 
(182.01076) (0.81791) (1.05851)
0.0436
- 2.27962 PLOt 
(1.01405)
0.0426
R2 = 0.311 D.W. = 1.781
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Oilseed Oil Imports
SOEUSt = 1538.96662 - 2.07834 ECIGNOt - 6.87336 ECIPKOt 
(389.62969) (1.46448) (5.94829)
0.1794
+ 109.23904 YR 
(63.86293)
0.1109
R2 = 0.318 D.W. = 1.555
where,
SOEUSt = export demand for United States's soybean oil in period t, 
in million pounds.
PPKOt = average price of palmkernel oil in period t, in dollars per 
metric ton, c.i.f. European ports.
PSSOt = average price of sunflowerseed oil in period t, in dollars 
per metric ton, c.i.f. European ports.
PLOt = average price of linseed oil in period t, in dollars per 
metric ton, c.i.f. European ports.
ECIGNOj. = imports of groundnut oil into the Economic Community in pe­
riod t, in thousand metric tons.
ECIPKOt = imports of palmkernel oil into the Economic Community in 
period t, in thousand metric tons.
YR = trend line (years, 1961 = 1 ,  ..., 1977 = 17).
t = time period in year.
Except for price of linseed oil (PLO) the signs of the coefficients 
are all consistent with economic theory. The sign of the coefficient 
for the price of linseed oil was expected to be positive; however, the 
negative sign might be reflecting the industrial and food uses of lin­
seed oil and soybean oil, respectively.
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Price of sunflowerseed oil (PSSO) and price of linseed oil were 
significant at the 0.04 level of probabil ity.
2
For both equations the coefficient of determination (R ) shows that 
about 30 percent of the variation on export demand for American soybean 
oil is explained by variations in the independent variables included in 
the equations.
The values of the Durbin-Watson statistics show the absence of se­
rial correlation in the residuals for both equations.
The price of soybean oil in the United States did not help explain 
the variation in export demand for soybean oil. This in part may be due 
to the fact that most soybean oil trade of the United States was done 
through special arrangements (Food for Peace Program).
The cross elasticities of export demand for soybean oil computed at 
the means were 0.16, 0.74 and -0.66 based on price of palmkernel oil, 
price of sunflowerseed oil and linseed oil, respectively.
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The Predictive Model for Market Potential 
for United States and Louisiana Soybeans
The estimated equations for the model to be used in predicting mar­
ket potential for United States and Louisiana soybeans in 1985 are shown 
in Table 17. Ordinary least squares estimates are presented along with 
the simultaneous estimates of the demand equations for comparison. The
results present the regression coefficients, coefficients of multiple de- 
o
termination (R ), the Durbin-Watson statistics (D.W.), and in parenthesis 
the standard errors of the regression coefficients. The values below the 
standard errors are the significance levels for the coefficients as de­
termined by t tests. The Durbin-Watson test, however, is not strictly
appropriate in general to equations that belong to a simultaneous system
2 /
or to equations that contain lagged values of dependent variables.
Except for the variable representing the lagged value of United 
States soybean production (USSBPt__^ ), the signs of the coefficients in 
the supply equation were all consistent with theoretical expectations. 
Likewise, all the coefficients are highly significant, 0.0187 probabil­
ity level or better, while the coefficient of the lagged production var­
iable is statistically significant at the 0.12 level of probability.
The positive and significant coefficient of the time trend variable (YR) 
indicates that soybean production has been increasing.
The price elasticity of supply estimated at the means was about
0.55. This implies that a 10 percent increase in the price of soybeans 
(PSt_^) is associated with an increase of 5.5 percent in the quantity
— / Carl F. Christ, Econometric Models and Methods, (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), p.525.
Table 17. Statistical Estimates of Relations In the Model
Equation
Estimation
Method
Endogenous
Variable Constant Explanatory Variables D.W.
Supply OLS USSBP, 852.86
(113.73)
-0.34064 USSBP + 
(0.20120)
0.1198
173.83 PSt_l - 7.34289 PCT,.^ - 273.12 PCRt.1 + 71.33 YR 0.974
(46.96)
0.0035
(2.66548)
0.0187
(78.72)
0.0052
(15.00)
0.0006
1.90
Domestic
Demand
OLS
2LS
USSBD-.
USSBD^
129.94
(254.46)
139.19
(255.17)
-24.05050 PSt + 0.46956 USGNPt + 0.33047 USIPOt - 0.00097 USLUt 
(10.23862) (0.09481) (0.13032) (0.00235)
0.0368 0.0003 0.0261 0.6880
-22.23509 PS 
(10.60636) 
0.0579
/N  - /
pc fi' + 0.46523 USGNPt + 0.32169 USlPOt - 0.00103 USLUt 
(0.09515) (0.13116) (0.00236)
0.0004 0.0304 0.6700
0.927 1.56
Export
Demand
OLS USSBEt 65.65 -36.88908 PSt + 0.46112 EJGNPt + 0.00767 ECLIL - 0.08861 BSBEt
(542.61) (31.30046) (0.21659) (0.00525) (0.04889)
0.2659 0.0591 0.1748 0.1000
0.964 2.03
-0.08659 ECIGNt - 202.19 ERt_2 
(0.12930) (90.31)
0.5182 0.0491
2LS USSBE 41.02 -27.57236 PS + 0.42375 EJGNPfc + 0.00838 ECLUt - 0.09717 BSBEt
(546.79) (35.59384) (0.22762) (0.00543) (0.05145)
0.4565 0.0923 0.1534 0.0882
-0.08688 ECIGNt - 210.86 ERt-2 
(0.12987)
0.5187
(92.02)
0.0449
Reduced
Form
OLS PS. 5.85549462 +0.00691281 USGNPt - 0.00830124 USIPO + 0.00001220 USLUt + 0.00036891 EJGNP 0.985
(3.41410949) (0.00268485) (0.00194729) (0.00002827) (0.0142634)
0.1247 0.0329 0.0028 0.6774 0.8024
-0.00016293 ECLU + 
(0.00005019)
0.0118
0.00209072
(0.00032347)
0.0002
BSBEt - 0.00213728 ECIGNt + 1.42345868 ERfc_2
(0.00084513)
0.0353
(0.59697977) 
0.0442 ____
a/ Coefficients in 2LS were obtained using the price series predicted by the reduced form equation. Values in parenthesis are the standard errors 
of the regression coefficients and the values below the standard errors are the significance level for the coefficients. See theoretical 
model for description of variables, pages 57, 58, and 59.
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supplied, other things equal.
The cross price elasticities of supply with respect to prices of 
cotton (PCTt_^) and corn (PCRt_^), also estimated at the mean values, 
were -0.22 and -0.37, respectively. This indicates that if the average 
price of cotton were to increase by 10 percent, other things being equal, 
soybean production (USSBPt) would decrease by 2.2 percent, and a similar 
increase in corn price would be associated with a 3.7 percent decrease 
in soybean production.
There was no evidence of serial correlation in the residuals accord­
ing to the Durbin-Watson test statistics.
Over 97 percent of the variation in soybean production over the sam­
ple period can be associated with the specified variables.
The simultaneous estimates of the domestic and export demand equa­
tions are similar to the ordinary least squares estimates, and the signs 
in both versions are equal. Some of the signs of coefficients in the 
domestic demand equation are the opposite of those expected according to 
economic theory. The livestock units (USLUt) and palm oil imports 
(USIPOj.) variables have presumed positive and negative effects on domes­
tic demand (USSBDt) , respectively, but resulted in negative and positive 
signs. For the soybean price (PSt) and national income (USGNPt) varia­
bles the signs are in accord with theoretical presumptions. Statisti­
cally, the livestock units variable is non-significant while the other 
variables are statistically significant at least at a 0.06 probability 
level.
The price elasticity of domestic demand computed at the means was 
equal to -0.16 and the income elasticity was 1.11. This means that if
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price of soybeans were increased 10 percent, other things equal, domes­
tic demand for soybeans would decrease by 1.6 percent; if the United 
States gross national product were to increase 10 percent, other things 
equal, soybean demand would increase by 11.1 percent.
From the ordinary least squares estimates, the coefficient of mul­
tiple determination indicates that variation in the explanatory varia­
bles accounted for almost 93 percent of the variation in domestic demand. 
The Durbin-Watson test for serial correlation in the residuals is incon­
clusive.
The signs of the coefficients in the export demand equation were all 
as expected on theoretical grounds. The coefficients of three variables 
--(1) exchange rate in deutch marks per dollar lagged two year periods 
(ERt_2 )> (2) combined gross national product for the European Economic 
Community.and Japan (EJGNPt) , and (3) Brazilian soybean exports (BSBEt)—  
are statistically significant at the 0.10 probability level or better.
The number of livestock units in the Economic Community (ECLUt) is sig­
nificant at the 0.15 level. The price coefficient (PSt) and the coeffi­
cient of the Economic Community imports of groundnuts (ECIGNt) were sig­
nificant only at the 0.46 and 0.52 probability levels, respectively.
The foreign exchange variable was the most significant and affected 
export demand for United States soybeans (USSBEt) the most. When the 
price of the U.S. dollar increases by one deutch mark, soybean export 
demand will decrease by 202 million bushels. The increase in the price 
of soybeans by one dollar a bushel will cause a decrease in the export 
demand of about 27.6 million bushels. A reason for the effect of ex­
change rate being larger than the coefficient of soybean price might be
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that importing countries look at prices in terms of their own curren­
cies, thus, even when the price of the imported commodity increases, the 
importing country could actually import more if the importing country's 
currency unit appreciates against the exporting country's currency, pro­
vided the appreciation is larger than the price increase.
The price elasticity of export demand, computed at the means, was 
equal to -0.19 and the income elasticity was 1.08.
In Table 18, predicted and actual values of the endogenous varia­
bles in the model (production, domestic demand, export demand and soy­
bean price) for 1975, 1976, and 1977 are presented. The two stage least
3/
squares demand equations were used as recommended by Christ.-* The com­
putations were made using the actual observed values of the predeter­
mined variables for those years.
All the estimated soybean productions were short of the actual pro­
duction by a small margin, 1.4, 2.7, and 0.4 percent for 1975, 1976, and 
1977, respectively. Domestic demand estimate for 1975 was almost equal 
to the actual soybean demand while for the next two periods it exceeded 
expectations by 12.1 percent and 17.2 percent. For export demand, the 
corresponding percentages were 3.7, 5.7, and 1.9 with the 1976 estima­
tion being under the actual export demand data. Estimates for soybean 
price are between 1.5 and 2.9 percent of the actual prices.
Predictions for 1985 and the set of assumptions on which they were
based are listed below.
Christ, pp. 479-480.
Table 18. Predicted and Actual Values of Soybean Production, Domestic and Export 
Demands, and Price of United States Soybeans, 1975, 1976, and 1977
1975 1976 1977
Item Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual
Production (USSBPt) 1524.36 1547.40 1253.34 1287.60 1754.98 1761.80
Domestic Demand (USSBDj.)— ^ 712.17 718.90 789.29 673.50 837.43 747.20
2/
Export Demand (USSBEt)~ 800.06 771.70 713.31 756.10 938.44 956.50
Price (PSt)— 7 5.04 4.92 6.61 6.81 5.97 5.88
1/
Domestic demand includes soybeans crushed plus other quantities retained for feed, 
seed and other uses minus the bean equivalent of soybean meal exports.
Includes bean equivalent of soybean meal exports. Part of the total soybean 
crushing in the United States is exported as meal, and, thus, total domestic con­
sumption figures are reduced by the bean equivalent of meal exports while soybean 
exports are increased by an equal amount.
3/
Dollars per bushel.
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Endogenous
Variable
USSBPt (Soybean Production) 
USSBDt (Domestic Demand) 
USSBEt (Export Demand)
PS,. (Price of Soybeans)
Predicted
(1985)
million
bushels
2078
866
1105
8.18($/bu.)
Change 
From 1977 
percent
17.9
15.9 
13.4
Variable
USGNP,
EJGNP*
USIPOt
BSBEt
ECIGN,
ERt-2 
PSt-l
PCTt-1 
PCRt_i 
USLUt 
ECLUt 
USSBPt«i
Assumption
annual growth rate of 2 percent from 1977, (1992.64 billion 
1975 dollars)
annual growth rate of 4 percent from 1977, (2675.04 billion 
1975 dollars)
held at 1976 level of about 361,000 metric tons
projected 1961-1977 data, 4433 thousand metric tons
held at 1976 level of about 561,000 metric tons
1983 exchange rate held at 1977 level, 2.3218 D.M./U.S.$
projected lag value from 1961-1977 data, 7.62 dollars per 
bushel
projected lag value from 1961-1977 data, 52.74 cents per 
pound
projected lag value from 1961-1977 data, 3.06 dollars per 
bushel
annual growth rate of 1 percent from 1977, 167,285 thousand 
units
annual growth rate of 1 percent from 1977, 134,274 thousand 
units
projected lag value from 1961-1977 data, 1941 million bush­
els
United States soybean production is estimated at 2078 million bush­
els, an increase of 17.9 percent over the 1977 production level. Domes­
tic demand is predicted to be 866 million bushels or 15.9 percent higher
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than in 1977. Soybean export demand shows the lowest increase, 13.4 
percent, with a projected gain of 148.5 million bushels to 1105 million 
bushels.
Predicted soybean production in 1985 using the model is 21 million 
bushels larger than the 1961-1977 trend line extrapolation of 56 million 
metric tons (2057 million bushels). Export demand prediction, however, 
is 34 million bushels lower than the combined export demand figure for 
soybean exports and soybean meal exports--22 million metric tons of soy­
bean exports (812 million bushels) and 8.9 million metric tons bean e- 
quivalent of soybean meal exports (327 million bushels). The results of 
the predictive model are considered to be more reliable than the extrap­
olations from the trend lines because it takes into consideration the 
interaction of a number of variables over time.
The projections provided above, under the given set of assumptions, 
portray a situation different to what happened during 1961-1977. During 
this period soybean exports had a commanding lead over the soybean pro­
duction sector in terms of total growth, increasing 393 percent while 
soybean production increased 160 percent and domestic consumption 72 
percent. During 1970-1977 the corresponding figures were 53, 56, and 
18 percent, respectively.
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This study was designed to investigate the supply-demand relation­
ships and institutional arrangements in the world market for soybeans. 
Specific objectives of the study were:
1. To compare subsidies, tariffs and other controls among soybean 
importing and exporting countries.
2. To evaluate land use trends and land use policies as they re­
late to soybean production.
3. To determine the production, export and import trends for the 
world-wide soybean market.
4. To evaluate the impact of substitutes upon the imports and ex­
ports of soybeans.
5. To develop a model for predicting future (1985) market poten­
tial for United States and Louisiana soybeans.
Time series data for the period 1961-1977 were utilized. Unlike
most agricultural commodities, soybeans and soybean meal enter major
markets on an unrestricted basis. Soybean oil, however, is subject to 
tariffs and quotas in many of these same markets. For the export mar­
ket, the Brazilian government provides export incentives, especially for 
the export of soybean meal and oil.
In terms of land use policies, United States's agricultural programs
have been favorable to soybean production by virtue of an established 
loan rate for soybeans and, indirectly, by the imposition of production
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controls on feed grains, cotton, and wheat.
Soybean production in Brazil has also been encouraged through gov­
ernment incentives. These incentives have been reinforced with export 
subsidies during the 1970's as a means to help alleviate balance of pay­
ment deficits.
Trend lines were developed on a world-wide basis by geographic re­
gions, and for major countries involved in soybean trade for soybean pro­
duction, exports, and imports. Trend values were computed for three pe­
riods (1961-1977, 1961-1969, and 1970-1977).
Projections of soybean production and exports by the United States 
through extrapolation of the 1961-1977 and 1970-1977 trend values to the 
year 1985, give fairly similar results, 56.0 and 56.3 million metric 
tons, and 22.1 and 20.4 million metric tons, respectively. The same pro­
jections for Brazil, however, differ sharply, with 15.0 million and 4.4 
million metric tons using 1961-1977 trend values and 26.1 million and 
7.6 million metric tons with 1970-1977 values. Louisiana soybean pro­
duction projected from the 1961-1977 and the 1970-1977 trend lines was 
about 2.5 million metric tons (about 90 million bushels).
The impact of substitutes upon United States exports of soybeans 
and soybean products was evaluated by means of multiple regression anal­
ysis. The maximum R-square method of selecting variables was used in 
determining and measuring prices and imports of competing oilseeds and 
oilseed products. For each of the export categories (United States ex­
ports of soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean meal) two multiple regression 
equations were developed. One related United States's exports to world 
prices of competitive commodities and the other to imports of other oil-
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seed commodities into main soybean importing areas.
In general the results show a weak relationship between United States 
exports of soybeans and soybean products in competition with other oil­
seeds considered in the respective regression equation. Groundnuts and 
palmkernels are shown as the most competitive commodities in the same e- 
quations, followed by sunflowerseed and linseed; however, the significance 
level for most of these commodities is low (less than 0.10). The time 
variable included in some of the regression models to remove autocorrela­
tion was responsible for the high value of the coefficients of determina­
tion.
The development of a model for predicting future market potentials 
for United States and Louisiana soybeans entailed the postulation of a 
theoretical supply-demand framework which involved three equations rep­
resenting the production sector, the domestic demand sector, and the ex­
port demand sector. Variables entered into the supply and demand rela­
tionships were selected partially on the basis of traditional demand 
and supply theory, and on the basis of the particular conditions for the 
problem analyzed in this study. The structural parameters for the se­
lected supply function were estimated by ordinary least squares, while 
those of the demand functions were estimated by two stage least squares 
method, and ordinary least square estimates were made for comparison 
with the simultaneous system estimates of the demand equations.
The analysis differed from other studies in that United States soy­
bean exports included both the bean exports and the bean equivalent of 
soybean meal exports. Also, the analysis differed in the inclusion of a 
foreign exchange variable taking into consideration the impact upon soy­
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bean exports. The study also evaluates agricultural policies of compet­
itive exporting and importing countries.
Over 97 percent of the variation in soybean production over the 
sample period could be associated with the specified variables. Except 
for the variable representing the lagged value of United States's soy­
bean production, the signs of the coefficients were all consistent with 
expectations.
The simultaneous estimates of the domestic and export demand equa­
tions are similar to the ordinary least squares estimates, and the signs 
of the coefficients in both versions are the same.
The estimated coefficients for United States livestock units (USLUt) 
and palm oil imports (USIPOt) in the domestic demand equation resulted 
in signs opposite to those expected according to economic theory. Signs 
of the coefficients in the export demand equation, however, were all as 
expected.
The foreign exchange variable was the most significant and affected 
export demand the most. When the price of the U.S. dollar increased by 
one deutch mark, soybean export demand decreased by 202 million bushels 
which was much larger than the decline of 27.6 million bushels for one 
dollar increase in a bushel of soybeans.
Finally, under a set of assumptions for all the explanatory varia­
bles in the model, the estimating equations predict that United States 
production of soybeans in 1985 will be about 2,078 million bushels and 
domestic demand 866 million bushels. Export demand is predicted at 
about 1,105 million bushels.
The analysis indicates an optimistic outlook for the United States
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soybean sector. Accordingly, Louisiana, as an important contributor to 
the export market for soybeans, would also benefit from a promising ex­
port market in 1985.
Coclusions
Comparisons of subsidies, tariffs and other controls among import­
ing and exporting countries indicate that soybeans and soybean products 
are traded under relatively free market conditions, with import restric­
tions and export incentives directed mainly to the processed products—  
soybean meal and soybean oil, primarily the latter. This may reflect a 
desire of both importing and exporting countries to reap the benefits 
from the processing of soybeans. Soybeans and soybean meal enter major 
importing countries duty-free and with no quantitative restrictions; 
however, import duties are imposed on soybean oil. On the export side, 
Brazil provides incentives for the exportation of soybean meal and oil, 
while in the United States soybean oil exports have benefited from spe­
cial sale arrangements under the Food for Peace Program.
In terms of land use for soybeans, 1961-1977 was a major expansion 
period as world land area devoted to soybean production grew enormously. 
During this period the United States and Brazil exploited the compara­
tive advantage that the two countries have in the production of soy­
beans. These two countries are endowed with vast amounts of land suit­
able for the production of the crop and producers in both countries have 
responded favorably to incentive programs implemented by the respective 
governments. In the United States, acreage controls and marketing quo­
tas on feed grains have shifted land out of those crops and primarily
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into soybeans. Additional new lands have been cleared and brought into 
soybean production. The latter has been specially important in Brazil.
The results of the trend analysis in this study indicate that the 
United States will continue to dominate future soybean trade. Brazil 
will be a major foreign supplier of soybeans. China does not appear to 
play a significant role in the soybean export picture. Among the import­
ers, the role of the European Economic Community and Japan will continue 
to be dominant.
Soybeans, and its processed products oil and meal, encounter many 
substitutes in the world market. However, analysis in this study indi­
cates that competition from other oilseeds and oilseed products does not 
appear to be strong enough to threaten the export demand for United 
States soybeans. Major competition was shown by groundnuts, palmkemels, 
and sunflowerseed.
Results from the predictive model indicate that the outlook for 
United States exports of soybeans is good for the years ahead. Soybean 
producers in the United States would likely benefit from this promising 
export market. The export demand for soybeans in 1985 is predicted to 
be 1,105 million bushels which is equivalent to 53 percent of United 
States predicted production of 2,078 million bushels for the same year.
Furthermore, given the explicit assumptions associated with the mod­
el from which the 1985 predictions were derived and assuming that compe­
tition from competing oilseeds, shifts in tastes, preferences, and feed­
ing technologies would not drastically change, the model implies an annu­
al increase of 33.5 million bushels in total soybean demand (14.9 million 
bushels in domestic demand and 18.6 millions in export demand). The
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larger annual increase in export demand is likely to benefit Louisiana 
since about 90 percent of the soybean production from the state is 
shipped abroad.
Income elasticity of export demand and that of domestic demand, both 
estimated at about 1.1, imply that each demand group is responsive to 
general economic conditions. Moreover, the foreign exchange variable 
was found to be very important in explaining variations in the level of 
export demand for soybeans. Apparently, importing countries look at soy­
bean prices in terms of their own currencies. Thus, even when the price 
of imported soybeans increases, the importing country would actually im­
port more if the importing country's currency unit appreciates against 
the exporting country's currency, provided the appreciation is larger 
than the price increase.
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Appendix Table 1. Soybean Production, World and Major Producing Regions, 1961-1977
Year World United South Argentina Brazil Asia China Japan Europe Soviet
States America Union
------------------------------------------ 1000 metric tons------------------------------------
1961 31619 18468 293 1 271 11666 10360 387 17 344
1962 30765 18213 379 11 342 11429 10210 336 15 475
1963 31659 19028 381 19 323 11540 10463 318 13 445
1964 32354 19076 371 14 305 12291 11238 240 14 285
1965 36507 23014 610 17 523 12108 11036 230 14 285
1966 39080 25270 687 18 595 12106 11033 199 32 586
1967 40735 26575 837 21 716 12311 11175 191 51 528
1968 43998 30127 793 22 654 11912 10743 168 51 528
1969 45188 30839 1213 32 1057 12074 10987 136 57 434
1970 46474 30675 1687 27 1509 12840 11645 126 106 595
1971 48477 32006 2198 59 1977 12958 11741 122 187 535
1972 52340 34581 3948 78 3666 12494 11240 127 209 258
1973 62311 42108 5520 272 5009 13072 11761 118 301 424
1974 56803 33062 8727 496 7876 13267 11860 133 403 360
1975 69670 42114 10810 485 9892 14347 12562 126 376 780
1976 63025 35042 12338 695 11227 14046 12453 110 408 480
1977 77502 46712 14028 1400 12100 14639 12955 111 433 500
Source: Production Yearbook, Volumes 20, 28-1, and 31, Food and Agriculture Organization,
United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1975, and 1978.
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Appendix Table 2. Soybean Exports, World and Major Exporting Regions,
1961-1977
Year World
United
States
South
America
Brazil Asia China
m f l  v* i /■» 4* a m  r< _nicli j.c lOlis
1961 4177 3634 73 73 360 335
1962 4916 4367 97 97 360 339
1963 5225 4755 33 33 350 328
1964 6280 5702 0 0 510 495
1965 6961 6196 77 75 588 570
1966 7505 6688 136 121 589 550
1967 8143 7169 306 305 591 565
1968 8756 8012 69 66 601 571
1969 9328 8468 311 310 509 488
1970 12621 11839 291 290 432 410
1971 12282 11521 225 213 479 460
1972 13817 11993 1079 1037 394 370
1973 15626 13222 1841 1786 381 321
1974 17228 13940 2831 2730 394 375
1975 16435 12496 3435 3334 384 355
1976 19685 15332 3926 3640 218 190
1977 19969 16196 3441 2587 176 135
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 24, and 29, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1970, and 1976; 
and FAO Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Volume 2, No. 1, 
January 1979.
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Appendix Table 3. Soybean Imports, World and Major Importing Regions,
1961-1977
Year World Asia Taiwan Japan Europe
Economic
Community
Spain
■1000 metric .cons — — — —
1961 4040 1506 145 1158 2180 2033 0
1962 4944 1664 62 1293 2830 2651 17
1963 5222 1984 182 1544 2813 2612 16
1964 6137 2089 182 1607 3483 2816 56
1965 6640 2331 161 1847 3712 2871 340
1966 7648 2676 165 2168 4465 3534 638
1967 8238 2876 351 2170 4875 3719 813
1968 8366 3179 385 2421 4806 3626 924
1969 9312 3370 472 2591 5462 3975 1027
1970 12295 4258 618 3244 7399 5690 1230
1971 12690 4350 525 3212 7723 5789 1311
1972 13848 4599 712 3396 8504 6531 1428
1973 14654 5004 756 3635 8536 7118 835
1974 17468 4938 1179 3244 11520 9116 1588
1975 16229 4705 859 3334 10664 8233 1737
1976 19892 5249 829 3554 12032 9203 1941
1977 19430 5388 980 3603 11687 9137 1835
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 24, and 29, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1966, 1970 and 1976; and 
FAO Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Volume 2, No. 1, January 
1979.
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Appendix Table 4. Soybean Cake and Meal Exports, World and Major Export­
ing Regions, 1961-1977
Year World
United
States
South
America
Brazil
Economic
Community
tons
1961 1150 614 0 0 398
1962 1666 1060 0 0 399
1963 2041 1351 62 62 394
1964 2346 1568 58 44 470
1965 2846 1969 119 105 476
1966 3141 2271 197 185 446
1967 3397 2465 132 125 569
1968 3785 2698 257 235 603
1969 4235 2996 318 295 681
1970 5380 3660 553 525 912
1971 6212 4086 931 901 953
1972 6557 3619 1433 1405 1300
1973 8101 4415 1624 1581 1793
1974 9239 4817 2061 2031 2032
1975 8940 3783 3307 3134 1522
1976 11348 4862 4591 4374 1687
1977 11850 4207 5679 5329 1671
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 29, and 31, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1966, 1976, and 1978.
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Appendix Table 5. Soybean Cake and Meal Imports, World and Major Import­
ing Regions, 1961-1977
Year World Canada Asia Japan Europe
Economic
Community
Other
Europe
.innn ~ ~■ iWWW 1UCU1AL Luua
1961 1082 180 72 56 788 663 125
1962 1645 250 27 16 1320 1152 168
1963 1729 233 7 2 1461 1262 199
1964 2145 202 20 13 1870 1477 393
1965 2566 226 53 46 2255 1864 391
1966 3227 195 13 7 2976 2390 586
1967 3440 200 30 2 3160 2444 716
1968 3734 216 55 15 3395 2586 809
1969 4342 237 78 27 3958 2919 1039
1970 5411 243 156 72 4903 3566 1337
1971 6234 208 126 39 5780 4205 1575
1972 7370 222 153 52 6846 4501 2345
1973 7935 191 324 277 7320 4324 2996
1974 8535 277 223 132 7888 4762 3126
1975 9044 294 213 18 8355 4757 3598
1976 11006 349 478 193 9865 5630 4235
1977 11480 351 703 317 10032 5637 4395
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 29, and 31, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1966, 1976, and 1978.
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Appendix Table 6. Soybean Oil Exports, World and Major Exporting
Regions, 1961-1977
Year World
United
States
Brazil Economic
Community
non m A  4* 1* ~i r t  ♦* « n  <-» _ _ __ __ -___metric tuns
1961 391 273 0 63
1962 675 552 0 77
1963 643 501 0 83
1964 721 578 0 85
1965 692 545 0 86
1966 512 387 0 79
1967 670 512 0 115
1968 595 427 0 124
1969 659 397 0 169
1970 1120 674 3 289
1971 1289 778 7 282
1972 1102 587 60 333
1973 1053 436 91 404
1974 1546 758 2 539
1975 1344 353 265 570
1976 1801 506 498 595
1977 2079 768 502 600
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 24, and 29, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1966, 1970, and 1976; 
and FAQ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Volume 2, No. 1, Jan­
uary 1979.
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Appendix Table 7. Soybean Oil Imports, World and Major Importing Regions,
1961-1977
Year World Asia Iran Europe
Economic
Community
Other
Europe
non metric tons-
1961 439 67 i 299 50 249
1962 642 175 15 336 37 299
1963 620 220 18 264 70 226
1964 699 255 39 296 70 194
1965 653 210 28 254 64 190
1966 461 155 30 145 48 97
1967 577 227 12 161 59 102
1968 552 227 30 120 73 47
1969 671 271 45 176 122 54
1970 1040 404 97 361 241 120
1971 1322 445 95 531 257 274
1972 1107 409 117 455 176 279
1973 1054 424 93 350 189 161
1974 1479 436 179 583 392 191
1975 1220 332 153 586 343 243
1976 1521 591 185 558 322 ' 236
1977 1759 810 196 549 360 189
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 24, and 29, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1966, 1970, and 1976; 
and 1976; and FAO Monthly Bulletin of Statitsics, Volume 2, 
No. 1, January 1979.
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Appendix Table 8. Average Calendar-Year International Market Prices of
Selected Oilseeds, 1961-1977V
Year Groundnut Linseed Rapeseed Copra Palm kernel
per metric ton--------
1961 196 150 136 165 136
1962 171 148 106 164 136
1963 172 136 124 184 153
1964 187 136 126 194 151
1965 206 133 125 226 179
1966 187 128 130 185 155
1967 179 136 123 202 161
1968 166 143 99 232 183
1969 207 134 111 202 153
1970 229 126 139 223 168
1971 254 114 139 188 143
1972 268 144 137 141 117
1973 383 340 245 345 268
1974 409 527 374 670 463
1975 459 362 293 256 204
1976 417 329 246 277 231
1977 544 301 312 403 326
I/a  11 prices c.i.f., European ports.
Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Committee
on Commodity Problems, Intergovernmental Group on Oilseeds, Oils 
and Fats, Statistical Sub-Group, Eighth Session, Price Information 
from the Secretariat, CCP: OF/ST 77/5, March 1977, p. 4; and
FAQ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. Volume 1, No. 1, 1978.
Appendix Table 9. Soybean Exports from Brazil and Combined Japan-Economic Community Oilseed Imports,
1961-1977
Year
Brazil Japan-■EEC Oilseed Imports
Soybean Exports!/ 
(1) (2)
Ground­
nut Copra
Pa lm- 
kernels
Lin­
seed
Cotton­
seed
Rape-
seed
Sunflower- 
seed
_ *1 A A  A  ttio 4* v* 1 /■» .i,uuu me Liic cons--------
1961 73 73 923 801 646 497 230 169 137
1962 97 97 1000 687 627 417 362 230 92
1963 33 111 1056 641 695 319 305 342 196
1964 0 56 884 681 683 397 212 341 183
1965 75 208 864 651 654 370 220 525 ‘ 209
1966 121 355 984 820 546 569 320 613 158
1967 305 463 969 689 317 450 244 617 316
1968 66 363 1135 548 462 368 121 655 512
1969 310 682 862 607 374 514 273 778 365
1970 290 953 701 478 380 508 305 790 326
1971 213 1351 548 616 441 595 250 1356 169
1972 1037 2811 483 826 344 766 180 1444 260
1973 1786 3782 610 648 242 478 159 1446 264
1974 2730 5294 495 331 398 203 83 586 895
1975 3333 7290 461 770 336 188 71 420 832
1976 3640 9163 632 963 311 207 95 1194 309
1977 2587 9316 467 670 262 295 85 1385 419
— ^(1) Bean exports, (2) Bean exports + bean equivalent of soybean meal exports.
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 29, and 31, Food and Agriculture Organization, United Nations, Rome,
1967, 1976, and 1978.
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Appendix Table 10. Average Calendar-Year International Market Prices
of Selected Cakes and Meals, 1961-19771,/
Meal or Cake
Year
Ground­
nut
Cotton­
seed
Lin­
seed
Rape'
seed Copra
Palm-
ke m e l
Sunflower-
seed Fish
S. $ per metric .ton* — — ■
1961 86 74 83 70 68 70 68 117
1962 97 83 94 88 90 88 80 137
1963 100 89 97 94 88 94 89 138
1964 104 88 93 76 79 76 80 151
1965 106 90 97 94 93 94 84 195
1966 103 93 112 96 94 96 85 170
1967 103 90 102 80 82 80 82 134
1968 97 85 100 85 85 85 79 130
1969 100 82 100 77 82 77 80 179
1970 109 98 97 90 92 90 88 202
1971 105 93 98 80 84 80 88 177
1972 123 103 137 89 92 89 101 243
1973 261 219 227 149 154 149 217 542
1974 187 181 191 150 160 150 150 372
1975 189 173 219 149 145 149 135 245
1976 220 210 245 150 155 150 163 376
1977 262 259 275 NA NA NA NA 454
-Ull prices c.,i.f. European ports except rapessed meal which is
f.o.b.
NA = not available.
Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Committee on Commodity Problems, Intergovernmental Group on 
Oilseeds, Oils and Fats, Statistical Sub-Group, Eighth 
Session, Price Information from the Secretariat, CCP: OF/ST,
March 1977, p. 5; and FAQ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, 
Volume 1, No. 7, 1978.
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Appendix Table 11. Oilseed Meal Imports into the Economic Community,
1961-1977
Meal
Year
Ground­
nut Copra
Palm-
kernel
Lin­
seed
Cotton- 
[ seed
Rape-
seed
Sunflower- 
seed Fish
,000 metric toris—• ■*—*—
1961 888 250 183 501 703 115 400 820
1962 1087 256 213 645 803 151 426 996
1963 1035 328 166 612 838 138 313 963
1964 933 424 223 697 822 136 234 1235
1965 945 423 227 745 982 165 295 1229
1966 933 565 257 614 1005 233 554 1116
1967 885 480 217 503 842 209 579 1346
1968 861 457 204 444 822 206 557 1566
1969 757 478 244 542 986 243 482 1591
1970 807 521 238 644 947 223 538 1387
1971 714 620 259 748 758 335 395 1283
1972 892 703 301 487 876 393 366 1394
1973 938 711 260 378 1069 347 354 813
1974 510 559 296 341 657 320 303 774
1975 608 600 331 394 750 275 278 903
1976 1079 911 363 494 670 344 305 875
1977 1031 730 376 563 595 494 374 779
Source: For fishmeal, United States Department of Agriculture,
Foreign Agricultural Service, Foreign Agriculture Circular, 
Oilseeds and Products. FFO 10-68, July 1968, FOP 23-76, 
December 1976, and FOP 8-78, July 1978. For all others, 
Trade Yearbook. Volumes 20, 29 and 31, Food and Agriculture 
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1967, 1976 and 1978.
Appendix Table 12. Average Calendar-Year International Market Prices of Selected Oils, 1961-1977^
Oil
Year Groundnut Cottonseed Linseed Rapeseed Coconut Palmkernel Sunflower Palm Olive
metric .c on— — — — — — — — — — — —
1961 330 287 280 278 254 236 311 232 561
1962 274 254 254 218 249 228 246 216 657
1963 268 228 213 215 284 269 236 223 916
1964 315 227 237 251 297 287 255 240 586
1965 325 258 214 262 360 326 294 273 662
1966 297 314 192 245 312 271 263 236 660
1967 283 262 203 207 319 286 212 223 705
1968 270 285 235 160 386 347 172 168 713
1969 332 241 238 200 347 286 213 185 690
1970 378 297 227 293 379 336 331 259 686
1971 446 338 195 300 354 289 375 262 707
1972 425 260 204 223 250 225 327 218 904
1973 543 390 540 395 430 431 485 372 1192
1974 1083 838 1132 785 991 1046 982 674 1978
1975 849 608 738 551 390 404 731 435 2484
1976 741 517 570 415 419 423 586 396 2097
1977 849 623 489 472 582 606 647 530 2241
— ^All prices c.i.f. European ports, except olive which is f.o.b., and cottonseed oil which is f.o.b. 
U.S. ports.
Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Committee on Commodity Problems,
Intergovernmental Group on Oilseeds, Oils and Fats, Statistical Sub-Group, Eighth Session, 
Price Information from the Secretariat, CCP: OF/ST 77/5, March 1977, pp. 2 and 3; and 
FAQ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. Volume 1, No. 1, 1978.
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Appendix Table 13. Oilseed Oil Imports into the Economic Community,
1961-1977
Oil
Year
Palm-
kernel
Coco­
nut Palm
Ground­
nut
Cotton­
seed
Suuflower- 
seed Olive
1 A A AL j V/\7 v  luC L JL JLV- L.UUO
1961 18 116 439 181 87 58 132
1962 26 94 351 202 47 55 143
1963 30 120 383 238 76 76 149
1964 25 125 419 261 94 82 89
1965 35 132 385 313 129 93 63
1966 51 112 441 353 68 146 119
1967 70 135 373 345 21 281 129
1968 68 168 409 372 38 323 83
1969 92 132 467 311 40 417 144
1970 105 148 486 333 78 323 155
1971 121 187 644 296 76 313 221
1972 134 264 651 400 58 335 171
1973 149 254 711 389 47 366 239
1974 153 168 653 305 52 334 217
1975 160 251 744 303 22 251 114
1976 152 390 608 301 11 219 112
1977 145 300 766 336 52 248 151
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20, 24 and 29, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1966, 1970 and 1976; and 
FAQ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Volume 2, No. 1, 1979.
Appendix Table 14. United States Soybean Supply and Disposition, 1961-1977
Year Production
Lagged
Production
Beginning
Stock
Ending
Stock
Domestic
Demand
Lagged
Domestic
Demand
Export
Demand
Lagged
Export
Demand
i non nnn K  *10 n A  I e  _  _  _____ — __X j UuUyuuu Dusneis- — - ~
1961 678.6 555.1 27.1 78.3 433.2 420.3 194.2 159.5
1962 669.2 678.6 78.3 46.0 458.9 433.2 242.6 194.2
1963 699.2 669.2 46.0 67.3 428.4 458.9 249.5 242.6
1964 700.9 699.2 67.3 29.7 440.6 428.4 297.9 249.5
1965 845.6 700.9 29.7 35.6 479.5 440.6 360.2 297.9
1966 928.5 845.6 35.6 90.1 500.5 479.5 373.5 360.2
1967 976.4 928.5 90.1 166.3 511.5 500.5 388.7 373.5
1968 1107.0 976.4 166.3 326.8 531.5 511.5 415.0 388.7
1969 1133.1 1107.0 326.8 229.8 627.6 531.5 602.5 415.0
1970 1127.1 1133.1 229.8 98.8 632.3 627.6 625.8 602.5
1971 1176.0 1127.1 98.8 72.0 625.9 632.3 577.0 625.8
1972 1270.6 1176.0 72.0 59.6 603.8 625.9 679.2 577.0
1973 1547.5 1270.6 59.6 170.8 663.7 603.8 772.7 679.2
1974 1216.3 1547.5 170.8 188.2 600.2 663.7 601.7 772.7
1975 1547.4 1216.3 188.2 244.9 718.9 600.2 771.7 601.7
1976 1287.6 1547.4 224.9 102.9 673.5 718.9 756.1 771.7
1977 1761.8 1287.6 102.9 161.0 747.2 673.5 956.5 756.1
Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, Fats and
Oils Situation, FOS-298, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, February 1980), p. 12. 121
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Appendix Table 15. Prices Received by United States Producers for
Selected Crops and Processed Products, 1961-1977
Year
Soybean
Price
Soybean
Price
Lagged
C o m
Price
Lagged
Cotton
Price
Lagged
Soybean
Oil
Price
Soybean
Meal
Price
($/bu) ($/bu) ($/bu) (C/lb) (C/lb ) ($/s.ton)
1961 2.28 2.13 1.00 30.1 9.5 63.58
1962 2.34 2.28 1.08 32.8 8.9 71.26
1963 2.51 2.34 1.10 31.7 8.5 71.01
1964 2.62 2.51 1.09 32.0 11.3 70.21
1965 2.54 2.62 1.17 29.6 11.8 81.46
1966 2.75 2.54 1.16 28.0 10.1 78.82
1967 2.49 2.75 1.24 20.6 8.4 76.92
1968 2.43 2.49 1.03 25.4 8.4 74.12
1969 2.35 2.43 1.08 23.0 11.2 78.45
1970 2.85 2.35 1.16 21.9 12.8 78.51
1971 3.03 2.85 1.33 22.8 11.3 90.20
1972 4.37 3.03 1.08 28.1 16.5 228.99
1973 5.68 4.37 1.57 27.2 31.5 146.35
1974 6.64 5.68 2.55 44.4 30.7 130.86
1975 4.92 6.64 3.02 42.7 18.3 147.77
1976 6.81 4.92 2.54 51.1 23.9 199.80
1977 5.88 6.81 2.15 63.8 24.6 164.20
Source: For soybean, soybean oil and soybean meal, United States
Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics and 
Cooperatives Service, Fats and Oil Situation, several 
numbers. For corn and cotton, several issues of U.S.D.A. 
Agricultural Prices.
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Appendix Table 16. Oilseed Oil Imports into The United States,
1961-1977
Oil
Year Palm Palmkernel Coconut Palm ll/
____________ 1 ,000 metric cons
1961 25 38 74 361.00
1962 16 38 121 382.36
1963 11 38 169 369.04
1964 3 38 195 394.72
1965 3 38 175 395.20
1966 34 53 269 511.52
1967 29 44 195 445.28
1968 47 55 221 509.88
1969 72 46 219 511.08
1970 64 37 260 487.72
1971 103 43 277 544.60
1972 196 46 342 717.76
1973 176 46 259 608.36
1974 200 70 249 536.28
1975 442 72 409 923.00
1976 361 68 573 1002.00
1977 251 67 471 789.00
— ^Includes 
imports.
the above oil imports plus the oil equivalent of copra
Source: Trade Yearbook, Volumes 20 through 31, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, Rome, 1966-1978; and FAQ 
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. Volume 2, No. 1, 1979.
Appendix Table 17. Cattle, Pig, and Chicken Population of Selected Soybean Exporting and Importing
Countries, 1961-1977
Year
Cattle Pigs Chickens
United
States
European
Community Japan
United
States
European
Community Japan
United
States
European
Community Japan
1961 9750 6890 320 5550 4760 260 36200 36700 7200
1962 10000 7030 330 5700 5090 400 36800 43800 9000
1963 10370 6940 350 5890 5060 330 36700 35100 9800
1964 10670 6800 340 5810 5230 350 38200 59100 12000
1965 10720 6980 320 5080 5610 400 39400 59600 13300
1966 10890 7180 290 4740 5460 520 39300 60900 13100
1967 10860 7260 290 5320 5610 600 42900 62700 12600
1968 10920 7260 320 5530 5960 550 42500 60500 14000
1969 10990 7360 350 6060 6600 540 42000 60600 15700
1970 11230 7430 360 5670 6800 660 43400 65000 16900
1971 11460 7340 360 6740 7030 690 43400 63800 23500
1972 11790 7380 360 6250 6860 700 42500 65000 23200
1973 12150 7710 360 5920 6870 760 40600 66200 24400
1974 12770 7930 370 6110 6880 800 41300 66000 26200
1975 13200 7970 360 5470 6910 770 38400 66000 24200
1976 12800 7930 370 4930 6900 750 38000 66800 24900
1977 12280 7920 390 5490 7090 790 38900 65800 25500
Source: Production Yearbook. Volumes 18 through 31, Food and Agriculture Organization, United Nations,
Rome, 1966-1978.
Appendix Table 18. Gross National Product for the United States and Major Soybean Importing Countries
and Representative Exchange Rate, 1961-1977
Year
Gross National Product Exchange Rate
United
States Japan
Economic
Community
Current
Year
Lagged 
One Year
Lagged 
Two Years
------billion U.S. dollars------ -----(Deutch Mark/U.S. dollar)------
1961 960.6 127.46 697.02 4.0187 4.1708 4.1700
1962 1016.3 136.53 727.63 3.9981 4.0187 4.1708
1963 1056.5 150.54 758.74 3.9865 3.9981 4.0187
1964 1112.0 170.09 802.93 3.9750 3.9865 3.9981
1965 1177.5 179.09 833.46 3.9942 3.9750 3.9865
1966 1247.6 196.17 861.82 3.9987 3.9942 3.9750
1967 1281.6 221.69 887.07 3.9865 3.9987 3.9942
1968 1337.7 252.54 896.21 3.9920 3.9865 3.9987
1969 1372.0 281.28 939.22 3.9251 3.9920 3.9865
1970 1367.5 312.22 981.73 3.6465 3.9251 3.9920
1971 1408.5 345.06 1039.26 3.4815 3.6465 3.9250
1972 1489.4 432.30 1129.87 3.1890 3.4815 3.6465
1973 1570.6 530.64 1339.64 2.6725 3.1890 3.4815
1974 1548.8 487.51 1317.25 2.5919 2.6725 3.1890
1975 1528.8 490.75 1367.62 2.4605 2.5919 2.6725
1976 1621.1 520.69 1291.05 2.5180 2.4605 2.5919
1977 1700.7 604.42 1350.21 2.3218 2.5180 2.4605
Note: Gross National Products in local currencies, expressed in 1975 prices, were converted into
dollars.
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics. Volume XXXI, No. 5, May 1978.
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Appendix Table 19. Soybean Acreage and Production in Louisiana and
Prices Paid to Louisiana Farmers, 1961-1977
Year
Acreage
Harvested Production Price
(1000) (1000 bu) ($/bu)
1961 197 4728 2.18
1962 219 4818 2.21
1963 305 6710 2.45
1964 454 9080 2.51
1965 622 13373 2.41
1966 871 21775 2.85
1967 1306 30038 2.50
1968 1436 38772 2.44
1969 1608 30552 2.36
1970 1688 37980 2.87
1971 1644 39456 3.03
1972 1667 38341 3.88
1973 1580 34760 5.67
1974 1760 44000 7.12
1975 1920 48000 4.79
1976 2250 63000 6.41
1977 2680 62980 5.78
Source: Lonnie L. Fielder, Jr., Clarence 0. Parker, and J. B. Penn,
Agricultural Statistics for Louisiana, 1909-1968, D.A.E. 
Research Report No. 397, Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Uni­
versity, Agricultural Experiment Station, June 1969.
Lonnie L. Fielder, Jr., and Sam L. Guy, Agricultural Sta­
tistics for Louisiana. 1964-1977, D.A.E. Research Report 
No. 541, Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, Agri­
cultural Experiment Station, September 1978.
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